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CHOICE OF TECHNOLOGY IN COTTON TEXTILES - A CASE FOR BANGLADESH 
The previous chapters have set the scene emphasising the 
important role of textile industry in the economy of Bangladesh 
in terms of value added and employment generation. This industry 
needs a formidable expansion to meet the domestic consumption of 
cloth. For sustained economic growth under the present population 
increase and growing labour-force this industry requires a creation 
of substantial employment opportunity. Agriculture appears to be 
the unlikely sector to generate employment and it indicates the 
need for the manufacturing and the service sectors activity to 
provide employment for the growing labour-force. Textile being 
the second largest manufacturing sector with the largest cottage 
based handloom industry appears to have the potentials for future 
expansion and employment generation. It has also been established 
that technology croice is not rigid rather it is an emperical 
phenomenon with a variety of alternatives present to choose from. 
Exixting literature on technology choice have also emphasised this 
fact. It would therefore be pertinent to examine closely the 
existence of any technological choice, and if there is , then to 
ascertain the relationship between economically effecient choice 
and its implications on employment and its role in alleviating the 
present problem of growing labour-force. 
The present textile policy of the Bangladesh Govenment is to 
conduct textile production under the public sector, and specifi-
cally to produce intermediate product such as yarn to supply the 
traditional handloom and some organised private sectors who are 
producing specialised type of fabric. 1/ The intention behind 
this policy was to protect and as well as to expand employment in 
the rural areas. The Government has established special Board and 
Institution for handloom weavers to faciliate the expansion of this 
sector in terms of capacity, production and employment (See Chapter 
3). It has been the policy of the Government since 1973 not to 
~ . encourage the installation of any mechanised looms in the organise( 
/and to malnt-
tain sornc sector~/in order to offset any competitive advantage of the handloor:: 
forn; of pro duw~avers., 'therefore, since that period the organiseci:~~~:riencP.d onl· 
reserva·t1on !/ f . t t'l . 11 hi h d B 1· · t · f h dl 1 In 1981-82, some o the ex ~ -e- nu s w. c were un er enga ~ ownersru.p a 
an oom, ~he·time _of na"t<,i.-onlisation were disin.vest~_d py th_e Govt. in the pusuance of 
~he ·n~w industrial poli9y.This policy ·also. broke th~ m.or19poly of the Public 
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increase in spindle capacity(See chapter 2). Although, some loom 
capacity in the organised private sector had been increased 
but it only concentrated on the production of specialised fabric 
with synthetic fibre like nylon shirting, terylene suiting, bed-
sheets, etc. This brings out an important issue as to whether the 
present textile policy pursued by the Government has any economic 
rationale. As has already been established by numerous literature 
the relative economic~ffeciency of traditional technologies,then 
what is the economic cost of pursuing such a policy ? Also , as 
already mentioned that others had argued in favour of the adoption 
of a third technology i.e either second-hand machinery procured 
from developed countries 2/ or the use of re-built technology 
(conventional)to operate under small-scale production or even the 
adoption of cottage spinning with one pedal loom of the type in use 
by the Khadi and Village Industries Commission (KVIC) and also the 
technology recommended by the Appropriate Technology Development 
Association (ATDA). But all these technologies are not at present 
in operation in Bangladesh, but widely in use in India. It would 
be an important economic proposition as to whether these techno-
logies would provide any alternative to the textile manufacture in 
Bangladesh. Another essential aspect of textile production , is the 
productivity level of different technologies. It has been suggester 
in many literature that the~conomic suitability of alternative pro-
duction method would depend on the q:>era.ting -conditions i•tl: .p:roductiv1~ 
factor endowment, prices and other socio-economic characteristics 
of the country. It would therefore be relevant to ascertain the 
technology option within the technical, economic and social para-
meters of Bangladesh. 
Finally, it is necessary to isolate the area of study because 
the textile industry consists of all textile fibres viz. jute, 
cotton and synthetic fibres. It has been discussed in details in 
Chapter-3, 1 The Textile Industry In Bangladesh', that cotton is the: 
single fibre used in weaving fabric which bears great importance. 
sector ownership,and encouraged Private :::;ector investment in Spinning. 
However, the non expansion policy of mecha.niseu loom in cotton textiles 
still remains,and such expansion is possible only for specialised fabrics.! 
y In :recent years, the private entrepreneurs have imported second hana 
machinery from Japan,:::;outh Korea,Germa.ny,~elgium and UK to set up small 
weaving mills to prouuce specialised type of fabric viz. terylene 
shirting, polyester suitings,etc. 
-}-
In fact, almost 98 per cent of all fabric production is of 
cotton, while about 2 per cent is of synthetic (table 1.2.9). 
Among the cotton fabric, the medium quality dominates the share 
of production occupying about 90 per cent of the cloth production. 
Therefore, it would be reasonable to pursue technology choice 
in the textile industry in Bangladesh based on cotton textiles 
and medium quality cloth. 
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Introduction 
This chapter forms a part of the process which examines 
the choice of technology in the cotton industry in Bangladesh. 
To aid the choice of technology , it establishes several 
hypothesis based on the objectives set .at the introductory 
section of Chapter-1. These hypothesis which c~n be put to test, 
encompasses the issues of available alternatives technologies, 
whether any choice is worthy of consideration for Bangladesh among 
these alternatives and also the examination of the present textile 
policy. In this section , first of all a methodolgy has been 
developed in line with that evolved in Chapter-3 in order to 
identify the number of alternative technologies available at each 
sector level i.e by combination of modern, intermediate and tradi-
tional technologies. It further , decomposes the entire textile 
process into four sub-processes (Pickett, 1977) and determines 
the alternatives available by combining these sub-processes among 
the three sectors. It however assisted the selection of some 
technically feasible technologies suitable under Bangladesh condi-
tions , which are to be evaluated and treated in a detailed dis-
cussion. The sources of information which have aided in deter-
m1n1ng thes~ technology opti6h~ s~ch as India, 
Bangladesh and other~ have been di~eussed alongwith the type of ~a 
information collected. Finally, it-has established and discussed 
the technical and economic parameters which enable technology 
choice between modern, intermediate and traditional technologies. 
Establishment of Testable Hypothesis 
The testable hypothesis could be postulated as follows :-
a. Alternative technologies are available in the 
modern(organised) textile manufacturing sector. 
b. The introduction of 'intermediate technology' and 
hand-spinning of the type developed in India(de-
centralised sector) in conjunction with pedal,power 
and handloom(dispersed sector) are economically 
viable and will create additional employment. 
c. In Bangladesh, the.combination of modern spinning 
and traditional weaving, as has been the present 
textile policy of non-expansion of the power loom 
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for cotton products in order to protect rural 
employment, is a better alternative than the 
modern spinning unit with automatic power loom. 
The process which follows from here are developed in order 
to enable to test these hypothesis. As has been seen in Chapter 
- 3, that there are numerous alternatives present to choose from. 
Therefore, the task of this study would be to establish some of 
these results at Bangladesh condition and make evaluation of the 
complete process technologies by using the country's factor avail-
ability, prices and productivity level. 
Establishment of Alternative Technologies under Bangladesh ConditioJ 
-
The textile process at the factory building begins with 
cotton , which comes in the form of a bale. The operation which 
preceeds the factory operation is known as ,'ginning'. The 
'ginning' is a mechanical operation, whcih separates the cotton 
from its seed and takes place in a farm house. In the factory,the 
raw-material.~asses through a number of operations and the entire 
process an be categorised into four major groups given as follow~l/ 
TABLE 
Categories 







(Stage II + RF) 
Preparatory Weaving 
(Stage III) 
Weaving & Finishing 
(Stage IV) 
Sub-Processes 
Opening and Cleaning 




Spinning, Cone-Winding, Yarn in 
Reeling, Bundle pressing,bale form. 
Bailing. 
Cone Winding, Pirn Wind-
ing,Warping, Sizing and 
Drawing-in. 
Weaving, Cloth checking 
and folding and Bailing. 




Among these categories the most important operations are 
spinning and weaving. The combination of the sub-processes 
would depend on the type of finished product required. If the 
output desired is roving then ~a~egory one will furnish such 
product. But if the yar~9required as final product as an input 
2 'Technology and Empioyment in the Production of Cotton Cloth,' 
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for a separate weaving mill or for the handloom sector, then 
all the sub-processes under the categories are required. However, 
if 'cloth' is the required final product under the same factory 
shed , then all the sub-processes would be required in the four 
categories with the exception the finishing operations at the 
spinning-stage viz. Cone Winding, Reeling, Bundle Pressing and 
Baling. Under such circumstances, the yarn would be directly trans· 
ferred to the Preparatory weaving shed. 
These stages of production are strictly maintained if the yarn 
or fabric is being produced under a factory shed condition. But 
if they are produced in a small-scale factory or by hand-spinning 
and weaving, some of the processes are excluded for example Cone-
Winding which forms a part of the spinning. The complete textile 
process for the organised, decentralised and tra~itiona:l sectors 
have been shown in figure 4:•!1. 
Extension of the Methodology 
It is important to identify the alternative sectors of textile 
production before determining the alternative technologies. Boon 
has described four options which in his opinion are available for 
a developing country. ~ They are listed as follows :-
i) No textile industry 
ii) Cottage textile industry 
iii) Modern textile industry 
iv) Both modern and cottage textile industry 
As mentioned earlier, that technology type is closely related 
with sectoral organisation of production which has been clearly 
illustrated with the help of figure 4.2(Page 8) ·•- The figure shows 
that there are a number of options present for a developing country 
as to whether they would like to produce textiles either in the 
by Pickett,J and R.Robson, World Development, Vol. 5, No. 3, pp.204. 
~icett and Robson identify 4 stage in tne complete textile process. 
nowever, they have includeu pirn winding in stage 4 of the weaving. 
!V 'Duali~ and Technological rtarmony for Balanceu Development' of the 
Textile Industry', by noon, G.K., Appropriate Industrial Technology 
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organised- or decentralised or the dispersed sector. As already 
discussed (Chapter - 2) in Bangladesh, textile ,product·s are manu-, 
factured in all the sectors, however the use of Ambar or pedal 
charka and pedal weav~ng are virtually non-existant. 
The determination of the alternative technologies would be 
based on the four independent stages of production identified 
earlier which is somewhat similar to the method Pickett and 
Robson (1977) had developed when comparing technology choice of 
two wage areas.·2/Pickett 1 s method has identified the entire process 
into four stages of production and thereafter replaced each stage 
of production in an orderly progression by cnnventional, inter-
mediate and automatic technologies. A number of technically feasible 
alternative technologies is generated as a result of this. A later 
study(l981) by the same authors recognised even a wider range of 
alternatives by identifying the textile process into eleven inde-
pendent sub-processes. With each sub-process having further alter-
natives, the authors had identified over 2000 technically feasible 
alternatives. The method used is the one developed by the David 
Livingstone Institute (DLI) known as the DLI method. As already 
mentiond , the methodology which would be applied here is the one 
previously used by Pickett and Robson (1977),even though the method 
developed later(l98l)is justifiab~y superior. The present study 
considers four sources of production for the modern method of 
production viz. UK, Japan, Rumania and India,while the DLI studies 
have considered a single source of machinery.This obviously, 
creates the problem of dealing with a considerably higher number 
of alternatives. Furthermore, these alternatives also exist within 
the intermediate and cottage technologies and these together would 
create a very large number of alternatives , which may burden the 
objective of this study. Rather emphasis here, will be given on 
practised technologies and prices of alternative sources of machi-
nery within the ~odern sector and their productivity under Bangla-
2.1 As mentioned in the foot note(l/), Pickett and Robson have 
included Pirn \finding with the -Heaving ,ho>vever, in this stud.y 
Weaving will be considered as a completely seperate process, 
while Pirn Winding will be included in preparatory weaving. 
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1 FIGURE 
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HANDLOOM WEAVING HANDLOOM WEAVING HANDLOOM WEAVING HANDLOOM WEAVING 
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IS 1 = INTERMEDIATE PRE - SPINNING TECHNOLOGY 
IS 2 = INTERMEDIATE SPINNING TECHNOLOGY 
IW 1 = INTERMEDIATE PRE- WEAV lNG TECHNOLOGY 
IW2 = INTERMEDIATE WEAVING TECHNOLOGY. COULD 
USE EITHER PEDAL OR POWER LOOM. 
spc = SPINNING BY PEDAL CHARKA AT COTTAGE LEVEL 
spdc = SPINNING BY POWER DRIVEN CHARKA AT COTTAGE LEVEL 
-1r:.. 
. FIGURE 4-51_ __ 
c DE CENTRALISED AND TRADITIONAL SECTOR 
( KHADI AND VILLAGE INDUSTRIES COMMISSION ( kvrc) 
AND HANDLOOM TECHNOLOGIES 
KVIC SPINNING AND HANDLOOM WEAVING I 
' 
raw cotton 
I PRE-SPINNING L ROVING I SPINNING 
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roving 
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yarn yarn yarn 
I I 
PREPARATORY WEAVING PREPARATORY WEAVING PREPARATORY WEAVING 
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COTTAGE LEVEL· -- COTTAGE LEVEL ·SERVICE CENTRE 
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warp beam warp beam warp bea 
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., 
/as shown in 
appendix 
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desh condition • However ,the choice which exists at the sub-
process level would in no way be undermined, and moreover, it 
would be recognised that such choice may compliment the modern 
sector more than the decentralised and dispersed sectors. Finally, 
the choice of technology at four stages of production , would not 
be a replacement of stages in an orderly progression by conventional 
, intermediate or advanced technologies, rather it would be combin-
ed with the intermediat~k-~1gandloom technologies. - From the 
alternatives ,technically feasible and already practised technologie 
would be selected for evaluation under Bangladesh condition. 
Alternative Technologies 
Alternative technologies of cloth production which combine 
the'four stages of production for modern, intermediate and cottage 
technologies have been shown in figures 4.3,4.4 & 4.5. From these 
figures a large number of complete processes can be combined. There 
are as many as 47 technically feasible technologies•Mhich can be 
identified and are presently in practice in some form in India. 
Hov1ever ,for _the present study, twelve most commonly practised tech-
nologies in India shall be considered for evaluation under Bangla-
desh condition.These technologies have been discussed below. 
Technology 1-4 Modern Spinning and Composite Unit 
Both spinning and composite technologies are in operation in 
Bangladesh. Spinning technology combines the first two stages of 
production i.e pre-spinning with spinning and Ring-spinning to pro-
~intermediate duce yarn as an*/product. vfuile the composite unit combines all the 
four stages of production i.e in addition to the two stages for 
spinning , it combines preparatory vreaving and weaving •' These 
complete process technology could be combined by alternative sources 
of machinery viz. UK, Japan, Rumania and India. All these sources 
would distinguish for itself a complete independent technology. 
These technologies can be arranged as follows :-
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Technology 1 to 4 
Nodern Composite Unit 
- -- -. ----- . - --- . . --
U.K Japa' . - Modern i~odern ,Sp~nning 
Raw Hod, ern ~oving 
with-24 ; 
Yarn Hod ern 
Heaving 
24,960- Pre- l·!arp vlith Grey 
·cot~ 
Pre- . - 25;032 \-leaving Beam 725-825 Cloth Spinning Automa-
(Stage I) Spindles (Sta,e- tic Loon 
Indi (Stage II, III Stage IV) 
I 
Rumani~ 
These technologies are all at present operating in Bangladesh. 
There are 65 textile mills in Bangladesh, out of which 25 are 
composite in nature and they were established before Bangladesh 
came into being. It was a deliberate textile policy since 1973, 
not to install any composite mill in order to protect the rural 
handloom employment. 
Technology 5&6 Modern Spinning and Handloom Weaving 
Modern spinning can be combined with the traditional sector 
i.e handloom weaving. Acharya et.al (1978) and Sabhaney (1978) 
and others have suggested such combination to help sustain the 




textile policy of the Bangladesh Government have been geared 
to promote such technology combination. For the purpose of 
evaluation of alternative technologies, it becomes apparent that 
such combination can be achieved with alternative sources of 
spinning machinery. It has been observed that the developinr, coun-
tries are producing identical machinery with less automation at a 
relatively cheaper price. Because of their less labour-saving 
feature they are able to create more employment. The use of such 
technologies have been advocated by the Industrial Forum on 
Appropriate -Industrial Tebhn6logy_Tor Textiles in Delhi (1978). 
Ideally, the best combination of technology would be the most effe-
cient technology in the spinning unit combined with handloom weaving 
Further rise in the number of alternatives takes place if the 
handloom types found in Bangladesh are taken into consideration. 
There are four main types of looms in Bangladesh and among them 
the most widely used are Pit and Semi-automatic looms,~/also known 
as Chittaranjan looms (C.R looms) (See Chapter-2). There is also 
choice amor~ preparatory weaving process within the cottage level 
viz. at cottage level in individual units or in 
organised form (See diagram 4.3 ). The individual conducts its pre-
paratory process ttt home and mainly with the assistance ,of family 
labour, whereas, in the organised form it is sub-contracted to 
others for warping and sizing. The latter method was found to be 
quite popularly used, and has therefor, been considered as an 
alternative. The alternative technologies can be combined as 
follows : 
Technology 5 and 6 
Modern Spinning and Handloom Weaving 
Modern Pre-Weaving 
Raw 
Pre-spinning at Organised Yarn 
..,C,.....o...,.t..,..t-on--t~ and t----~ Cottage 
Spinning Level 
Stage: _ (Stage-III 
(I+II+RF) 
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It is therefore to be noted that if alternative sources of 
machinery are being used for modern spinnine t~en the number 
of alternatives would be increased. As discussed earlier, that 
appropriate technologies would be the combination of the most 
effecient modern spinning with alternative types of handloom. Howeve1 
, it would be interesting to see the combination of each loom type 
with alternative sources of spinning machinery. 
Technology 7 -. ·. : Modern Spinning, Service Centre and Handloom 
Technology combination with the 'Service Centre' would replace 
the preparatory weaving at cottage level by small-scale factory 
operation. In the service centre, Cone-Winding, Warping, Sizing 
operations are combined together to supply warp beam to the handloom 
weavers. This alternative was first introduced by the Appropriate 
Technology Development Association, India, which claims that it 
could save atleast 10 to 12 per cent preparatory cost for the hand-
loom weavers.It supplies yarn beam to the pedal loom weavers who 
use ATDA developed looms. Similar methods of supplying yarn be~m to 
the pedal loom weavers are in practice in South India, where it is 
being organised by the KVIC and is known as,' Lok Vastra Scheme'.-~ 
I~ Bangladesh,a kind of 'service Centre' facilities are extended to 
the handloom weavers,under the administration of Bangladesd Handloom 
Board (See Chapter-2). However, they mainly provide help for fabric 
finishing. Thi~ combination has some operational constraints if 
introduced in Bangladesh because of the kind of looms whichexists 
The pit and C.R looms ,which occupy about 85 per cent of the total 
loom capacity are equipped with'beams which carry much shorter 
length of warp than the pedal loom. Therefore, the service centre 
would have to introduce an additional operation which would transfe: 
large-beam into smaller warp beam to be used for the handloom. 
However , it is possible to make small length beam in the sizing 
stage, but it would reduce sizing effeciency drastically •• The 
alternative technologies can be combined as follows :-
£/ It raises the question,whether a prepared beam could be carried 
from the Service Centre to the weaver's home. In ATDA(Kusmi-
Kalan),it has been observed that such beam of 700 yds(approx. 
weight 70lbs.)were carried by weavers. 
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Technology 7 
Modern Spinning, Service Centre and Handloom Weaving 
Modern Pre-Weavin~ Handloom 
Pre-Spinning at weaving 
Raw and yarn Service l,·Jarn Pit or Semi- Grey _., 
Cotton Spinning Centre Beam auto Loom Cloth 
Stages I II Stage III Stage IV 
The technology above combines the most effecient modern 
spinning, Service Centre and handloom technology using either 
Pit or C.R looms depending on the type which had emerged as the 
most effecient. The textile production process which combines 
the Service Centre is not presently in practice in Eangladesh. 
The Service Centre which has been developed by the ATDA has both 
preparatory spinnin~ and preparatory_weaving under different:_ 
factory-sheds, and as independant units in the same premises. The 
Service Centre' refers to both these units. However, in the present 
study, 'Service Centre technology' would be used only to refer to 
preparatory weaving, preparatory spinning at the Service Centre 
leve 1 would be referred to the A TDA (Roving) Centre. The Service 
Centre-functions as a small production unit to provide services to 
the weavers. The technology for modern production weaving would 
not realise the technical economies of scale especially for warping 
and sizing machinery. Therefore, the machinery for the Service 
Centre would be selected from the intermediate technolo~y developed 
in India. 
Technology 8 to 10: Intermediate Scinnin£ and Weaving Technolo~v 
The decentralised sector as it is defined in India do not exist 
in Bangladesh. In South India, decentralised spinning units with 
upto 1,000 spindles are in operation. It is also technically 
possible to increase the number of spindles upto 5 to 6 thousand. 
The technoloBY used by this sector consists of re-built machinery, 
at least for sub-processes like Opening and Cleaning, 
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Carding and Roving,while drawing and spinning machinery are built 
by the local manufacturers. Weaving preparatory machines viz. 
Warping , Sizing and the looms are built by the local manufacturers 
as well. All these machinery have been designed to suit small-
scale production units for spinning and weaving. The decentralised 
textile production in India can be categorised into two main 
systems. 
The ATDA Service Centre Technology 
The objective of the Appropriate Technology Development 
Association (ATDA) is to develop a technology which will help to 
increase the earnings of the cottage spinners and weavers. It 
argues that by developing a technology which will supply roving 
and processed warp beam to the cottage ·spinneJ:s , and-weavers. the- - -
yarn cost will be reduced upto 16-22% and, while the preparatory 
cost upto 10-15% (See Chapter-3). It recommends a 'Service Centre' 
approach which would supply roving' and processed 'beam'. 1he 
ATDA has an experimental unit wo~king for the last five years in 
Uttar Pradesh, India. This centre uses re-built spinning preparatory 
machine~ to produce roving and a separate weaving preparatory unit, 
which produce warp beam. The ATDA has developed spinning frame 
and pedal loom which are distributed among the cottage spinners 
and weavers at a low deposit and for small monthly payments towards 
the cost. These spinning frames could be with 12 spindles and either 
power operated or manually driven by pedal. These units could be 
connnected from a single spinning frame of 24, 36 and 48 spindles. 
It operates as two forms of spinning units; a type of unit where 
it uses pedal spinning unit operated manually by the cottage weavers 
with no access to electricity, and the other , where it combines a 
few 12-spindles units and operates .by electric J-~ 
povv"er·~- ·y · _, --~ Both the units receive their roving from the 'Service 
Centre', and should ideally sell their yarn to the Centre. The unit 
vJhich processes warp-beam uses yarn which are bought from the Pedal 
·spinners. The processed beam are distributed among the cottage 
weavers who use ATDA developed pedal looms. 
7/ \men a few frame are combined and operated by electric powei, 
then there would be insignificant difference between ATDA and 
the RFC spinning frames. 
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Rural Fabrice Centre (RFC) Technology 
The decentralised unit of the type promoted by the Khadi and 
Village Industries Commission(KVIC), India , under the 1Lok Vastra 
Scheme' comprises of both spinning and weaving with pedal looms 
and is known as the Rural Fabric Centre. Such a unit receives 
generous financial help from the KVIC and uses re-built and locally 
manufactured machinery as already mentioned. In fact, there is very 
little difference between RFC and the ATDA technology as both use 
re-built preparatory machinery. One such RFC unit in South India haE 
a capacity of 1,000 spindles and 10 pedal looms. Units of this kind 
have also been established in West Bengal. The RFC unit unlike the 
ATDA Service Centre, spins yarn and processes beam for supplying 
to the pedal loom weavers, in the same premises. The other impor-
tant difference is that it does not process raw-cotton in the same 
premises. The Opening and Cleaning operations take place centrally 
and then processed laps are supplied to four Rural Fabric Centres. 
From the decentralised units of ATDA and RFC types a number of 
combined technologies are possible. The alternatives considered here 
for the purpose of evaluation are technologies which are presently 
in practice in India. These alternatives could be as follows :-
Technology 8 and 9 
RFC Composite Unit With Pedal and Power Loom 
Raw Pedal Loom Grey 
Cotto Power Loom Cloth 
RFC Pre- RFC Pre-Weaving Handloom Wvg. -
Raw Spinning Roving Spinning Yarr. at Organised Warp Pit or Semi-
··Grey 
Cot tor Stage I Stage· II Cottage Level Beam auto loom Cloth 
Stage III Stage IV 
Technol,ogy 11 
ATDA(Roving) P~al··sp1.nhing and Handloom Weaving l 
ATDA(RovingJ 
Rovir;:g 
Pedal Pre- w--eavl.ng Handloom Wvg. Grey Raw /RFC Pre- .· Spinning Yarn at Organised warp Pit or Semi-...... 
Cot tor Spinning stage II Cottage Level Beam auto Loom Cloth 
Stage I Stage III Stage IV 
./ 
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Among the alternative combinations chosen above, power-
spinning at cottage level has been excluded as suggested by 
the ATDA. This was so because , as the cottage weavers in Bangla-
desh would find it difficult to have access to power supply. 
Instead a replacement of bamboo spinning 'Charka' by pedal charka 
which js.pres~ntly ueed by the cottage spinners would be a more 
practical consideration. Moreover, the RFC technology includes 
power spinning, which has similar production capacity as the ATDA 
power spinning. In this study, Rural Fabric Centre technology has 
been modified by the inclusion of power loom. Even though, Power 
loom weaving is an important ·sec~t6r in India, but they exist as 
sepa~ate-units"and a~e rioi-com~in~iwith RFC Power spinning.As one: 
of the alternative· Technologies in the present study,it has been 
considered as a composite production unit combining intermediate 
power spinning with power loom weaving. 
All these combinations of technology are not in operation 
in Bangladesh. Therefore, the introduction of these technologies 
has to be organised either in public sector level or through 
initiative from private entrepreneurship. A recent report advo-
cated such initiative to come from· external donor 
agencies (ITIS & ATDA). ~/The donor agencies suggest the transfer 
of ATDA Service Centre and pedal-spinning technology to areas of 
Bangladesh where hand-spinning is predominant. It maintains that, 
the transfer of this technology would increase the present daily 
income of the handloom weavers from Tk.5/10 to Tk. 20. Therefore, 
the alternative chosen for intermediate technology has important 
implications in the production of textiles. 
Technologv - 11 Khadi Spinning and Handloom Weaving 
Khadi spinning is well known in India because of its being 
the symbol of self-reliance as preached by Ghandhi during the 
1930s and the '40s. It meets about 1 per cent of India's total 
yarn consumption. The spinning technology used in Khadi yarn 
~aking has underwent through a series of development. The single 
spindle wooden charka has been replaced by a four spindre one in the 
early 1950s, known as the Ambar Charka. Sri Balasundaram, a 
mechanical engineer who engaged himself in developing the Indian 
textile machi~ry since 1950 made further improvements on the four 
~/ A Pre feasibility Project Profile on Small-Scale Cotton 
Spinning,by Mia Alam,M.S.,Micro Industries Development 
Assistance Society(MIDAS),Dhaka,November,l983. The study 
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spindle charka • He introduced the six spindles model charka 
incorporating into it many features of the standard mill mach-
inery, known as the New Model Charka. The KVIC has initiated 
development of preparatory spinning machinery with production 
capacities suited for small-scale production. These machinery are 
known as , 'Purbo Pesai' (for Opening and Cleaning of cotton), 
Carding ~nd Drawing (Uttar Pesai) ~nd ar~_driven by power,while 
Roving is made by a hand..:operated chark?- -identical to ·the" '1-few H~del_ 
spinning chark~but has four spindl~s~Khadi production is mainly or-
. · · d th h Kh d' I t•t t· which ganised in two ways:one 1s organ1se roug a a 1 ns. 1 u 10n7 
provides input supply, marketing and development of the product, 
maintenance and training. In this system, the Roving and Spinning 
Charka are distributed to the cottage level, and the organisation 
supplies Sliver and Roving to the cottage rover and spinner. They 
in turn hand their finished product to the Institution in exchange 
for payment on the quantity of material processes(in lbs.) The 
other method of production organised is under factory shed known as, 
'New .Model Charka Unit'. This method uses all preparatory machinery 
and supplies Sliver to Roving charkas and subsequently roving to 
New Model Charka under the same premises. All operatives function 
on daily basis and get paid on the amount of output produced(in lbs). 
Unlike the Rural Fabric Centre, Khadi weaving is not organised 
under factory production system. Handloom weavers are organised 
under the Khadi Institution from where they receive their yarn. They 
return grey woven cloth to the same institution and get paid on the 
length of the woven fabric. They do not use pedal loom instead use 
pit or semi-automatic looms which/if/lady own. The KVIC technology 
alternatives are as follows :-
Technology 11 
KVIC Spinning and Handloom Weaving 
KVIC Pre-Weaving Handloom 
Pre-Spinning Roving at Organised Warp 
weaving Grey Raw and Spinning Cottage Pit or _ 
Cotton Beam Cloth 
Stages I+II Level Semi-autc 
_+RF Stage III Loom Stage IV 
purposes the setting up of a 'Service Centre' in the handloom . 
concentrated area(Comilla),Bangladesh with technical and financ1al 
co-operation of ATDA,India and Intermediate Technology Industrial 
Service(ITIS),Rugby,UK. 
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The KVIC spinning technology is not widely used in Bangladesh, 
except in one Institution where hand-spinning is organised 
under factory condition.!!Y'In this Institution , KVIC developed 
preparatory spinning and a few of the New Model Charka are used 
on an experimental basis. But in general, hand-spinning techno-
logy is dominated by primitive Opening and Cleaning operations 
known as 'Dhunai' and followed by bamboo or wooden charka spinn-
ing. A replacement of the present hand-spinning with KVIC tlo~U&E-
P I 
logy could be one of the ways of improving income and the :quali-ty ofA 
of this sector. The KVIC spinning, offers~ itself as an alternative 
.. spinning t.echnology. 
SUMMARY 
The alternative technologies discussed above have been 
summarised in table 4.2 • It shows that there could be 
twelve(i2) ,, complete textile technologies capable to produce inter-
mediate product of 32s Enlish count yarn and grey fabric with 
construction of 52 picks and 52 ends and 0.25 selvedge on both 
sides using double 32s count yarn (32/2s). The fabric width for 
modern technology is 56 inches., while for intermediateand handloom 
technologies it is 40 inches. The notation used for the table 
are similar to those used for the previous tables 
however few additional notation were used to describe various 




the four stages of production, while UK, Jap, Ind and Rum stands 
for UK, Japanese, Indian and Rumanian sources of machinery. In j 
intermediate technology, 181, IS2, lWl and 1W2 signigies the stages 
of production, while S and SPC stands for the Service sector 
and spinning by pedal charka • As regards the KVIC, which only 
combines spinning·technol~gy,the KVSl and KVS2 signified the first 
two stages of production. For handloom, T2 signified preparatory 
weaving, while E1 and H2 stood for Pit and C.R loocs(Semi-automatic) 
It is to be noted t!1at !\ (OP'l') and l·l 2 (OPT) signifies the optir.m::: 
pre-spinning and spinning technologies among the modern sources 
of machinery and would be combined with the Pit and semi-automatic 
looms of the handloom technology. This is because , other 
~ Charka and Cottage Industries Organisation ,Camilla, Bangladesh 
TABLE 4·.2 
TECHNOLOGIES SELECTED FOR EVALUATION 
Stage 1 
Technologies Pre-S12inning 
A. ORGANISED SECTOR 
Modern Technology 
Technology 1 MlUK 
Technology 2 MlJAP 
Tecnnology 3 MliND 
Technology 4 MlRUM 
B. ORGANISED AND TRADITIONAL SECTORS 
Modern and Handloom Technologies 
Technlogy 5 Ml(OPT) 
Technology 6 Ml(OPT) 
C. ORGANISED,DECENTRALISED AND . -
TRADITIONAL SECTORS 
Modern,Intermediate and Handloom 
I 
Technologies 
Technology 7 Ml(OPT) 
D. DECENTRALISED SECTOR 
Intermediate Technoloies 
Technology 8 ISl -
Technology 9 ISl .... 
E. DECENTRALISED AND TRADITIONAL SECTORS 
Intermediate and Handloom Technologies 
Technology ·ll , 
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 , _;r: Sl_ __ l.S~-·-· ......... . 
Stage 3 Stage 3 
Pre-\veaving Weaving 
~..,,,.;,M.J.UK 















.. ...... T2 .. -Hl/-H2-
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modern spinning technologies 1..rould be less effecient 
when combined with the handloom technology. The objective 
here is to identify the optiwum effecient technoloGies fror.: 
among the different sectors of textile production. The techno-
logy combination of modern spinning, service centre and handloom 
would only consider either Pit or C.R loom , depending on the 
type of loom which proves more effecient.when combined with the 
modern spinning technology. The same type of loom would be 
combined with the RFC, ATDA and the KVIC spinning technologies. 
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SOURCES OF DATA 
Technical and economic data for modern, intermediate,KVIC 
and handloom technologies have been collected according to the 
data requirement stated in Chapter-3. As the study is country 
specific, it warranted a comprehensive knowledge of the character-
istics of the textile industry in Bangladesh for both modern and 
the traditional sectors. Visits were made to several textile mills 
using alternative sources of machinery of different vintages. For 
handloom, direct interviews were conducted keeping in view the 
locational variation factors. As for intermediate technology, the 
sources of information were entirely from India as this technology 
is not in practice in Bangladesh. Visits to different decentralised 
spinning and weaving units were undertaken. However for powerloom, 
infromation were collected from Bangladesh. KVIC technology is not 
generally used , except in a single organisation in Bangladesh and 
information on this technology were gathered from this institution 
and from different Khadi institutions situtated in various parts 
of India. Data sources and their characteristics for all the 
technologies have been discussed below :-
Modern Technology 
Machinery prices for modern technology from UK,Japan,Rumania&India 
have been collected from the Manufacturers' sales agent in 
Bangladesh. 2/ It was found that , a complete range of machinery 
from Opening and Cleaning to Weaving are not available from a single 
source of manufacturer. To overcome such constraint, an attempt 
was made to replace sub-process machinery from the same country 
source, but from different manufacturer. Where such machinery was 
not available, different sources of machinery or synthetic machi-
nery with relative price differential have been used to calculate 
the estimated prices for the same country origin. This has been 
discussed in the following chapter. 
Estimate of building and infra-structural costs l1ave been calcu-
2/ The local agents are located ~n Dhaka,Bangladesh, and they 
are for UK : James Finley and Co. Ltd.; USA: Textile Consult-
ant; Japan : Marubeni and Nichiman Co. Ltd.; India : Levetus-
and Sidko Ltd.; Rumania and France : BTMC. 
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lated from the Planning and Development Directorate of the 
Bangladesh Textile Mills Corporation. The estimates for build-
ing cost varies with the location of the plant. This variation 
could be due to the difference in transportation cost, availability 
of building materials and building workers locally and accessibi-
lity to power connections and to the location itself. Such varia-
tions have been accomodated in the calculated estimates for build-
ding cost. 
The data on financial and technical characteristics have 
been collected for alternative sources of machinery. 
A_ tota~ of ·eightenn (18) · textile mills have been selected out 
of which 5 are integrated. Samples have been based on locational 
variability i.e mills at different locations in Bangladesh, as 
well as on different - unit sizes and technological vintageE 
These data cover a period of 5 years from financial year 1976-77 to 
1980-81. Mills commissioned after 1972 i.e since Bangladesh came 
into being have been given the priority in selecting samples. A 
details of the _sam~le selected have been shown in appendix 4.2, 
a su6mary 6f ·which has been given in table 4~3. 
As emphasis has been put on alternative sources of machinery, 
therefore information were collected on machinery from UK, Japan, 
Rumania and India. It was found that information covering a 
five years' period were available for British and Japanese machi-
nery only, while for Indian and Rumanian machinery they were for 
three years and one year respectively. The other difficulty 
was faced while seeking information on preparatory weaving machinery 
and looms. It has been mentioned earlier that since 1972 only 
spinning units were installed in the textile mills. And prior to 
that i.e during 1950-70 all the looms installed were from Japan (See 
Chapter-2) , therefore , information on technical characteristics 
for machinery from UK, Rumania and India are not available. 
Assumptions on the productivity and other characteristics of these 
machinery would have to be made as and when necessary. 
Private Sector Weavin~ 
This sector provides information mainly on power looms. Power-







































De~ails of th~ Selectea ~amples 
Manufa~turer ana Model 
Platt, UK( 1968) 
H9wa,Japan(l962);Platt,UK(l968) 
Platt~Sacolowell,UK(l970) 
Howa, Japan( 197 5) 
Laxmi-Reiter,Texmaco & Textool(1976) 
SEG.: Toyoda~Japa~{l958~1964 & 1968) 
WVG.: Toyoda,Japan(l962 and 1964) 










































of this machinery have been collected fro~ the local manufac-
turer. Infor~ation on machine productivity,manning and technical 
and economic characteristics have been obtained from 5 local 
cotton textile manufacturers producing mainly special type of 
products from cotton and synthetic yarn viz. bed-sheets, towel, 
shirting, etc. 
Intermediate Technology 
There is no single manufacturer or supplier for this techno-
logy. The machinery prices have been collected from several 
sources. The price of pedal spinning has beendobtained from the 
-an 
ATDA, while for that of preparatory spinning/ spinning frame with 
48 spindles , they were collected from South India. The currently 
used ATDA pre~aratory machinery for the Service Centre are re-built 
machinery, and as the prices of the ATDA proposed small-scale machi-
nery were not available, therefore the prices of re-built machinery 
collected from South India, have been used. The prices of pre-
paratory weaving machinery viz. Hank to Cone-Winding, Pirn Winding 
and Sectional \ATarping have been collected from South India and 
Bombay as well. All these prices have been used to combine a 
\ complete production proc~of intermediate technology. 
The building structure for intermediate technology have been 
discussed in data requirement. Their construction differs from 
the modern sector and estimates of : the building cost have 
been made on the bas is of the information supplied .. by 
Engineering Department , Dhaka Engineering University 
Planning and Development Directorate of the ETMC. 
the Civil 
and the 
Technfcal and economic data have been collected in accord-
ance with the data requirement,trom the three decentralised units in 
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India.. All information on th ATDA, Service Centre technology 
were collected during the recent visit to the ATDA liead Office 
at Lucknow and the Pilot project at Kushmi Kalan (Uttar Pradesh), 
India. 10/ Information on the productivity of pedal charka and 
beam have established from direct visit and observation of 
these machinery in villages around Kushmi Kalan. 
Information on decentralised spinning and weaving (Rural 
Fabric Centre) were .collected from the KVIC unit in Coimbatore, 
South India, while on a visit there. A central Opening and Cleaning 
unit which supplies laps to the RFC unit,have also been visited!. 
to collec-t :partinent technical and economic data. 
KVIC Technology 
There are a number of sources available in India, who 
produces equipment for the New Model Charka unit. Information 
on the machinery prices have been obtained from the Head Office 
of the KVIC in Bombay and from a manufacturer in Ahmedabad. And 
information on productivity and mainatenance and on the technical 
characteristics have been collected from several sources. The 
technical information on the production system organised by 
the distribution of Ambar Roving and Spinning at cottage level 
{See technology- 11) and with the aid of input and other services 
supplied by the Khadi Institution have been collected from 
Ahmedabad where a short questionnaire was administered among a 
sample of 10 Rovers and Spinners. Information on the Institution 
which organises cottage spinners have also been acquired from 
personal visit and cover such aspects as the network, marketing, 
production development and tanning. Information on the New Model 
Charka units were collected from the two units, one situated in 
Coimbatore, South India and the other in West Bengal. The technica: 
and economic data have been compiled with aid of a questionnaire 
designed for these units. 
10/ Had several meetings -vlith Mr. H.K. Garg in Hay and September, 
1982 regarding the developm~nt of proposed Cottage Spinning 
technology. Some of the work~shop which are manufacturing these 
machinery were also visited. Although, Mr. Garg was hopeful 
that ~11 the machinery ~ill be read1 by 1983.but it transpired 
~hat 1t would take a wh1le before tney can actually'be brought 
1nto operation.Information until September,l984 shows very 
little progress has been made so far. 
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Handloorn Weavin~ 
Technical and economic data on this sector is very scarce. 
Although there are sofle information available on the proauct-
ion and cost characteristics from the Eandloorn Board, but they 
suffer from a large variations • The Handloom Census -1978 have 
per 
shown ~ome_produ~tion figures/loom based on two-months' yarn 
consumption according to which the perloom production/day comes 
to about 13.46 yds; whereas the consumption figure given by the 
Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics suggest it should be 7.98 yds(See 
Chapter-3). Horeover these production estimates are bas~·.orr differ-




example. , equipment price, production, manning operating costs are 
readJ.1y 
noy available. Therefore to enable a proper evaluation of this 
sector, detailed information on technical and financial characteri 
-tics are required. As the handloom is concentrated in different 
pockets of the country, and their· numbers, looms .and product types 
vary a~cording to the historical development ,therefore any infroma 
tion on the sector should accomodate such variations. 
A questionnaire had been designed and personally administered 
to collect information from the cottage handloom weavers. A sample 
size of 215 cottage weavers were selected from four handloom 
concentrated areas of Bangladesh. The sample size of the respec-
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(represent 62 % of the total Handloom) 







Narsingdhi and 71 
Tang ail 
(represent 23 % of the total Handlooms) 
Rajshahi & Khulna 64.34 
Dhaka 33.70 
Pabna,Khustia 
and Dinajpur 34 
Narsingdhi and 15 
Tang ail 







The number of samples have been selected on the basis of the 
shares of the Pit and the C.R looms ot the total looms. Samples 
have also been chosen based on their district·and division 
level concentrations in Bangladesh. Care has been taken while 
selecting the samples to include units which have five or less 
looms, however ,a few ·units with more than five looms is ala~ inclfid~~7 
samples. It is to be noted that , handloom units with five or less 
looms represent about 72 per cent of the total handloom capacity 
(See Chapter- 2) in Bangladesh. 
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Technical and Economic Parameter for Evaluation 
It is necessary to establish the parameter under which the 
alternatives already established are to be evaluated. These 
parameters will include both technical and economic factors, which 
will have to be defined and clearly stated before the evaluation. 
The purpose of this study is essentially to compare the suitability 
of modern, intermediate and traditional technologies and examine 
their possible combinations for achieving economic effeciency and 
employment generation under Bangladesh conditions. The obvious 
difference in characteristics of product and equipment, as well as 
other 
productivity, differential wage rate/and, technical and economic 
factors of all the sectors require careful and close examinations 
before any useful appraisal of the alternatives is forwarded. In 
the ensuing discussions attention will be given on such important 
issues as _ economic and technical factors and their bearing on 
technology choice, 
Sub-Process Wastage Level for Alternative Technologies 
The sub-process wastage level for modern, intermediate and 
traditional technologies is very important. One of the technical 
features of modern technology is that it is designed to have lower 
wastage level. Intermediate and traditional technologie~, on the 
other hand, inherits a higher level of wastage because of more 
material handling. In order to achieve a comaparable level of outpu 
by all the alternatives, the intermediate and traditional techno-
logies need to process more materials than the modern technology.ll 
This would certainly increase the ·processing time and cost for 
these technologies, in other words would increase their o~erating 
cost. The sub-process wastage level for modern and handloom tech-
nologies have been calculated from a survey of 18 textile mills an• 
from interviewing 215 cottage weavers in Bangladesh. ~~ile for 
intermediate and KVIC technologies, the infromation was collected 
from India. Table 4.4 shows the sub-process wastage ~evel for 
modern, intermediate and handloorn technologies. 
No difference in sub-process wastage level is found between 
modern and intermediate power spinning. The wastage level of 
11/ As for example, intermediate technology woul' requ-ire·-- 3 drawing 
operations as compared to 2 for modern technology. For tradi-
tlonal technology, warping and sizing operations are repeat~d 
twice before the final warp beam is prepared. 
TABLE ~-~ 
Wastage Level of Different Technologies 
( in percentage) 
SPINNING 
Opening & Cone 
Technologies Cleaning Carding Drawing Roving Spinning Winding Reeling 
Modern 5.0 3.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 0.5 
Intermediate 5.0 3.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 o.5 
KVIC{Khadi-Ambar) s.o 3.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 - 0.5 






Cone Pirn Drawing & 
Winding_ Winding Warping Sizing Reaching in Weaving 
Warp 1.0 
1.0 0.5 1.0 1.0 - Weft 0.5 
Warp 1.0 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 - Weft 1.0 
Warp 1.0 
2.0 1.·5 2.0 1.0 - Weft 1.0 
Warp 1.5 
:1.0 - 1.0 1.0 - Weft 1.0 
Source: BTMC and Handloom,Bangladesh; ATDA(Kusmi Kalan) and Rural 











pedal spinning ( ATDA ) and KVIC technology are identical 
but higher than modern and intermediate(RFC) power spinning for 8ub-
.processes: Rov~rig and Spinning • They are 3 per cent at each stage as 
compared to 2 per cent for modern and . RFC power spinning. 
For weaving, the wastage level between modern and interm~diate(RFC) 
technologies (pedal and power looms) varies at the sub-process level 
pirn-winding and weaving by only 0.5 per cent. However, this 
variation is very significant for handloom weaving at almost all the 
stages. The wastage level for ' Service Centre ' is identical with 
that of 'RFC prepara.tory weaving technology, as because the technology 
in use are the same. Although,int~rmediate technology would have 
been ·expected to have· a. high_ei" .. wastage . ._ thafi-: the modern , but observa-· 
tions did not discover this. It could be due to the difference in 
the grade(quality) of cotton used and the product quality. However, 
the wastage levels are considered as they are found. It is assumed 
that with regular maintenance and waste control for a single product 
type these wastage level would be a good estimate across technologie 
Product Choice and Type 
The selection of product is an essential aspect of technology 
choice. It is possible to produce a specified product with the help 
of alternative technologies, but the ultimate product may differ in 
quality and characteristics. This problem may limit an unqualified 
comparison between alternative technologies • However, the textile 
industry poses less interdependence between the sub-processes than 
many other industries like the chemical industry, and there are 
opportunities within the sub-processeslevels to modify the output 
by quality control in order to achieve the required product type. 
The most important aspect of the quality of the yarn is its 
regularity and strength , while for fabric it is its compactness and . 
tearness strength._!l{ Any difference in the quality of the 
product or in the above measures could either be due to the quality 
of the raw-cotton used or the process itself. It is generally 
12/ Yarn strength is measured by Count Strength Pound(CSP) values, 

















Modern Sector Weaving 
32s x 32s 
54 X 54 X 56 
Unfinished cloth width •= 56 inch 
Selvedge = 0.25 inch on both ends with 32/2s Cotton yarn 
Total nos.of ends 1 56 x 54 + 27 =~3051 
Total nos.of pick/yd 36 x 54 = 1944 
Intermediate and Traditional Sector Weaving 
32s x 32s 
54 . X 54 X 40 
Unfinished cloth width = 40inch 
Selvedge = 0.25inch on both ends with 32/2s Cotton yarn 
Total nos.of ends : 40 x 54 + 27 = 2187 
Total nos.of picks 40 X 54 = 2160 
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the case that the quality of product suffers when textile-p.ro~ss moves 
from modern to intermediate and to traditional technologies. However 
, it is technically possible to maintain an uniform strength of 
yarn by using progressively higher quality cotton towards the 
traditional end of the technology spectrum. But, it would reflect 
on the cost per unit of output, and on prima facie,will .increase 
across the technologies. It can be concluded therefore,that there 
will be some difference in product characteristics due to the use of 
alternative methods of production. However, in textile process, 
it is possible to-overcome this problem partially if the product 
is of medium to lower quality i.e the fineness of the yarn used is 
below 40s English count. ~--: Th~ number of sub-process increases 
beyond this count,~nen -·the quality control becomes relatively more 
important. ~131 The table 4.5 shows the product type selected 
for yarn and grey cloth for this study. 
The yarn type chosen is of 32s English count • The reason for 
selecting this particular count is two fold. Firstly, this parti-
cular count of cotton is the largest share of yarn at prsent 
produced by the local mills (38.6 per cent) and also because it is 
widely used by the handloom sector. Secondly, this product 
can be produced with the help of all the technologies, without · ~· 
ef~ectihg much of its quality, such as strength and uniformity. 
ATDA and KVIC experimental results show that the yarn CSP values, 
a measure of strength, is comparable to mill yarn • '!!/ 
The fabric type would be in grey form and is assumed to be 
using the same intermediate output i.e.ya.J;"n.of )2s-count.The~onstruction 
of the fabric is important, because it determines the quality, unit 
11./ 
ll/ 
When yarn count is increased beyond 40s cotton count, the 
additional sub-processes viz. Lap former and Comber would be 
required to increase the fineness and strength of yarn. 
However, where fineness is not too important,higher count 
Carded yarn is also manufactured. 
CSP values of A TDA, RFC and KVIC s_pun yar.n- ~.ie.£ 'betwee.n 
1,350 - 1,600, when modern mills ·spun yarn have a CSP 
values between 1,400 - 1,800. 
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cost and also the market it is producing for. Although, a wide 
variety of construction of the fabric is technically feasible, but 
for the purpose of comparison between alternative technologies the 
fabric construction consisting of 54 picks and 54 ends will be 
considered. The reason for selecting this fabric type being that it 
is a medium quality fabric and widely in use in Bangladesh. The 
modern composite mills and the handloom produce about 90 and 72 
per cent of their product in medium quality respectively. 
The Scale of Output (Q) 
The scale of output has been estimated based· on the··assumption 
that maximum technical economy of scale would be realised from the 
modern machinery • In the modern production process,the important 
machinery i,e the spinning frame and the loom individually possess 
small capacities. It is technically feasible to combine one spinn-
ing frame with 20 looms without having any adverse effects on the 
diseconomies of scale , but the problem arises when other sub-
process machinery viz. Opening and Cleaning, Warping and Sizing 
are included in a single production process. Pickett and Robson have 
stated that because of the high capacity of Opening and Cleaning 
machinery, the optimum technical economy of scale would be realised 
at an annual output level of 26 million sq. yds. 15/ Even at that 
output level the Warping and Sizing machinery had utilised only 
50 per cent of their capacities • The output level, however, varies 
with the type of product and the construction of woven fabric. In 
general,the finer the quality of yarn keeping the construction same, 
the higher would be the level of output. As mention~aatfle?tutput(Q) 
would be decided on the basis of the production capacity of the 
modern machinery. This has an obvious advantage, unlike modern 
machinery,the machinery and equipment available for intermediate and 
traditional technologies are relatively divisible. Therefore, the 
output level fixed through modern technology would be attained by 
combining a number of machinery or units available in intermediate 
and the dispersed sector. 
15/ The Choice of Technology in the Production of Cotton Cloth, 
by Pickett, J. and R.Robson , Scottish Academic Press,l981. 
PP• 32-33. 
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At this stage , an UK output level would be used as the basis 
for standard output for compariso~See Chapter-5 for details). 
As alternative sources of machinery were explored for modern sector 
production , it was found that spinning frame from several sources 
had almost identical features as shown in table 4~6 ;:-
TABLE 4.6 
Spinning Details of Alternative Sources of Hachinery 
Max. Rated Ring Dia- Lift RecommendedProdn./ 
Sources Speed(RPH) ineter(inch) ~ i~ch) Speed(RPH) Spdle /Shift 
UK 16,000 1.75 9 13,200 4.55 oz 
JAPAN 16,000 1.75 9 13,000 4.48 oz 
INDIA 16,000 1.75 9 13,000 4.48 oz 
RUMANIA 16,000 1.75 9 12,900 4.45 oz 
The· production per spindle per shift or/annum could be calculated 
if the ·product type ( the yarn count), the twist inserted per 
inch (t.p.i) and the spindle speed are known. 16/ If the number 
of spindles are known, then the total yarn ou~put could be estimatec 
This intermediate yarn output could be directly used for prepara-
tory weaving and weaving processes to obtain grey fabric as an 
output. In order_to·calculate the final output two basic infor-
mation are required; one is the number of spindles used and the 
other is sub-process wastage level. The number of spindles could be 
estimated either considerin~ the initial production capacity ofthe 
Opening an·d· the" Cleaning· sub-pr~cess·( in lbs hnd .·subsequently by mak-
ing allowances for sub-pio~~~s wastage level of the fallowing opera-
. . amount of tions viz.Carding,Drawing and Roving and Sp1nn1ng to arr1ve at the 1 
material required to be processes at the spinning sub-process level 
If the spindle r.p.m, the type of product and t.p.i are known, then 
16/ The formula used for calculating spindle production is : 
Spindle speed(RPM)x8x60xl6 
Product ion/spindle/ shift __ = ( o~ 
- TPI x Count x 36 x 840 
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the number of spindles can be calculated (Pickett and Robson, 
1981). However, another method which is in practice in Bangladesh, 
assumes that an Opening and Cleaning unit of a machinery with 
one scutcher is balanced.with 12,500 spindles (approx )and similarl; 
a unit 
spindles. 
with two scutchers is balanced with about 25,000 
In fact there is very little difference between 
these two methods, except for the product type and the production 
capacity in each sub-process level takes account of maintenance 
breakdown and other underutilization factors. ~17 I 
The number of spindles have been selected according to the 
scale of unit in Bangladesh, i.e about 25,000 spindles.I8/ In the 
case of machinery from-UK the number of spindles to be considered, 
is 24,960. However, the exact number of spindles may not be attain-
ed because of the limit in the number of spindles per frame which 
_vary for different machinery sources. This s-pindle capacity(latter: 
which produces 32s cotton count is expected to have ~5;63 million 
lbs. of yarn as output annually. If this intermediate yarn output 
is being directly processes then the output achieved would be37.1: 
million sq. yds. annually taking into consideration the allowances 
for wastage at· different sub-process level. This output level 
could be the basis of comparison for alternative technologies. 
When assessing the annual production in terms of running yards ther 
the output would depend on the width of the looms, as shown in the 
table 4.7 given below :-
TABLE 4.7 
Output Level of Alternative Technologies 
Loom vlidth Annual Prodn. 
Technologies Loom Type (inch) in Running yds 
Modern Automatic 56 23,869,020 
Intermediate Pedal & Power 40 33,416,630 
Traditional Hand loom 40 33,416,630 
17 I Both the types of unit exist in Bangladesh.(See table 4.2). 
In calculating the number of machinery for each sub-proce~~es 
level, about 15-20 per cent above the required total sub-
process production capacity is taken by the BTMC for 
'; 
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Most of the modern automatic looms are 56 inches in 
width, although it is possible to have forty inches width of 
cloth in the same loom , Power looms and handlooms are found to 
be weaving identical width of cloth of 40". 
· (For Production Build-Up See Page 40) 
Working Days and Shift-Production 
The number of working days observed in mills in Bangladesh 
vary between 300 to 345 days. In the present study it has been 
taken as 300 days in a year. Shift working is essential to reduce 
the impact of rising investment cost. The organised sector has 
the advantage of organising production on 3-shift basis, while the 
decentralised and th~dispersed sectors may not be able to run on 
3-shift basis. The intermediate technology runs on 3-shift (ATDA) 
and 1-shift basis (RFC). The KVIC factory type units operate on 
1-shift basis. The pedal spinning and the handloom do not strictly 
maintain any shift and may work from 4 to 12 hours a day with 
seasonal variation in operation. Taking into consideration these 
variations in shift and working time, the following shift -basis 
have been assumed for the Organised, Decentralised and Traditional 









No. of Shifts for A!:ternative Technologies 
Modern Spinning and Composite Unit - 3 shiftl~i 1 ' 
Intermediate Spinning and Powerloom 
Weaving 
Intermediate Pre-spinning and Spinning 
Service Centre (Preparatory Weaving) 
KVIC Ambar Charka 
Pedal Spinning 
Hand loom \<Jeav ing 
- 3 shift 
- 3 shift 
- 3 shift 
- 1 shift 
- Average dail; 
production · 
- Average dail; 
production 
Although,ATDA pre-spinning(Roving) and RFC power spinning runs 
either on 3 shift or 1 shift basis,but in the.present case both the 
technologies have7~~~arded to operate on 3-shift basis. It can 
be argued that there is no technical limitati~n,rather it could be 
balancing. The excess production is taken for maintenance, 
break-down and other factors. 
18/ Since Bangladesh came into being in 197l,all most all the 
textile mills commissioned had capacity of 25,000 spindles, 
with the exception of one which had capacity of 12,480 spindlE 
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Production Build-Up 
It has been assumed that the construction and the installa-
tion work would be complete within the 33rd month of the 
project. At the last month of the 3rd year the trial production 
will commence (See project-life , table 4.9). It has been 
estimated that during the initial 3 ·month period, the operational 
effeciency would be between 45 to 50 per cent. This will achieve 
12 per cent of the full production capacity. In the 4th year, 
the operational effeciency attained would be between 70 to 75 per-
cent , and the production achieved would be 84 per cent of 
the full production capacity. In the 5th year, the production 
level achieved would be 100 per cent of the production capacity 
i.e 5.63 million lbs of yarn or 37.13 million sq. yds. of grey 
cloth. It has been assumed that the intermediate and traditional 
technologies would have produc"!ii.o.ri.::c~pacdt.y :b~ild-up which 
corresponds with this.-
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an organisational matter to operate on 3-shift basis. Handloom 
and pedal spinning production would be based on average daily 
production which would also take account of seasonal variations. 
Project Life 
The total working life of the project is assumed to be 20 
years. However, the total project life would differ from its 
working life, for instance, in the organised sector the total 
life is taken to be 23 years. It has been assumed that the deve-
lopment of land, the construction of building and installation of 
machinery would take about 33 months. The project would go on 
trial production on the 34th month. For intermediate technology 
(ATDA and RFC) and the KVIC, it has been pre-supposed that the 
total time for construction and installation of machinery would 
take 21 and ·9 months respectively, while the trial production 
would start on the 22nd and the lOth month • In the case of hand-
loom, it would be assumed- that these looms are ·newly installed 
in the cottage weavers' home. The construction time required and 
the project/a~~~~s the technologies have been shwwn in the table 
4.9 below :-
TABLE 4.9 
Construction Period & Project Life Of Alternative 
Technologies 




ATDA & RFC 
KVIC 
Traditional 












P(l2%) pt(84%) Pt(lOO%) 
C : Construction 
TP: Trail Production 
PL: Production Level 
The assumptions above have been made on the basis of the infor- 1 
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tion on, the organised sector collected from the BTMC~~the 
intermediate and KVIC technologies from the Indian survey and 
the traditional ~echnologies from the handloom survey. 
The Life of Machinery 
Any meaningful comparison among the technologies largely 
depends on the assumption that the life of machinery across 
the technologies would be identical. Such a supposition would 
be open to criticism and hence some explanation and adjustments are 
essential. As far as modern machinery is concerned , a 20 years 
working life do not provoke any argument. In fact, it has been 
observed in Bangladesh , that the technology vintage of 1936 is 
still in use, even though the manufacturers of such machinery do no 
exist any more.(See Chapter 2). As regards intermediate technology 
the assumption of equal life span of 20 years invites some doubt. 
Moreover, some of the spinning and weaving preparatory machinery 
have been re-built from 1930-1950 vintage. Evidence which is in. 
favour of = assuming an identical life of machinery comes from a 
sample visited in Coimbatore, India, which was established in earl: 
1971. During the visit , it already had a life-span of 11 years 
without any major maintenance work done on it. The KVIC Ambar 
Charka machinery were observed to have similar life pattern. 
However, some machinery cost adjustment for intermediate and KVIC 
technologies would help to strengthen the equal life assumption. 
From the technical point of view, spinning and weaving machinery 
could have a life of 40 years, ignoring technological obsolescence, 
it is the drafting system which would need modernisation. 19/ 
Pack (1976) has argued that differential maintenance cost which 
favours second-hand machinery because of the local availability of 
19/ Discussion with the machine manufacturer of ATDA,RFC and 
KVIC machinery, and with the Shirley Institute,Manchester 
suggest that the assumption of identical life is valid,but 
a modernisation of 'Drafting System' is required for these 
technologies during the project life time. 
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skills and workshop, lower wage rate of maintenance workers 
justifies the assumption of identical life span. This argument 
can very well be applicable here. In fact, the obsolescence of 
textile machinery is do~inated by technological development i.e, 
higher speed, larger can size and higher spindles diameter &/'f.~th~r 
than any mechanical failure. The reason for obsolescence is also 
dom~nated by economic suitability rather than any technical incapa-
bility. In the case of traditional technology, i.e, handloom, this 
argument is not plausible and an equal machinery life assumption 
would not valid. Although,it is possible to replace some of the 
important parts of the loom , but even then the main loom frame 
may not have a life span of 20 years. In the present study, two 
types of looms have been taken as alternatives, they are the Pit 
and the C.R looms. The handloom survey establishes that 
former can have a life of 6 to ~ years, but needs many replacement: 
, while the latter could have a life of 12 to 15 years with 
complete overhauling. From what has so far been discussed, it 
would be reasonable to assume the machinery life of different tech-
nologies as follows . . -
I Modern Technology 
II Intermediate Technology 
(ATDA & RFC and KVIC) 
III Traditional Technology 
(Handloom) 
~/ Pit loom 
12,/ C.R loom 
20 years working life 
20 years machine life but a major 
modernisation required during the 
project life. 
Replacement of the machinery four 
times during the project life. 
Replacement of the machinery twice 
during the project life. 
Investment costs are required to be adjusted according to 
the machinery life as stated above. For handloom, the machinery 
life has been assumed to be lower than the observed machine life. 
The reason for doing so could be explained as some of the hand-
looms-are not presently utilized to their full extent. If the 
utilization increases, then the life-span of the looms would be 
shortened. 
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1ocation of the Project 
The location of the project is an important factor influencing 
investment and operating costs. The textile industry in 
Bangladesh is almost totally dependent on imported machinery, 
spares and raw-materials, therefore, the location of the plant 
from the sea-port has a bearing on the investment and as well as 
a long term effect on the operating cost. When comparing alter-
native technologies using different input and labour and producing 
for different markets, the locational factor becomes important. 
To overcome this problem, adjustments on transportation cost and 
some assumptions have to made. One of the assumptions could be, 
that both the organised and the decentralised sectors using importee 
machinery are located in the proximity of the sea-port. The ,tradLtion 
al may also be assumed to be in the same region. As a result, the 
variation in transportation and distribution costs can be.overcome. 
The other locations could be anywhere in Bangladesh. Ji:xist1ng.~ loca-
tional pattern shows that Dhaka and Chittagong the two most impor-
tant cities,dominate the concentration of modern textile mills, 
because of market and structural facilities (See Chapter 3). The 
Government policy of decentralisation since 1973 has helped to 
increase the number of mills in other regions of the country and 
is likely to bring about further increase. However, as the concent-
ration of handloom is in few pockets of country mainly dominated by 
Dhaka district which has a highly developed market with adequate 
likely to 
demand,it mat initiate further growth of the textile .industry in 
and around Dhaka. As regards intermediate and KVIC technologies, 
it may be pointed out that these technologies are not presently in 
operation in Bangladesh, except for one hand-spinning and weaving 
unit located just in the outskirts of Dhaka district. 
Considering the present structure of the textile industry, 
it has been assumed that the organised mills would be located 
near the Dhaka city, while the intermediate and the KVIC ytechno-
logies would be located in the Dhaka district in close proximity 
to the handloom concentrated areas. It may be argued that Dhaka 
being located in the centre of the country could represent a distan 
distance covering 2/3 rds of the eountry. This can also be substan-
tiated by the fact that the details on transportation cost are 
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available from this location. However, as the plants using 
intermediate and KVIC technologies would be located near the 
handloom concentrated areas, treir access and infra-structural 
facilities would not be as developed as for those located near the 
Dhaka city, therefore would require some adjustments in the trans-
portation cost. 
Power Consumption 
The power cost is an important component of the operating 
cost. The manufacturer's technical literature contain information 
only on the installed power which may not be the same as the 
observed power of the machinery. The noteworthy sub-process where 
the maximum energy is being consumed is the spinnin~process and its 
power consumption may vary with the spindle speed. This variation 
has been taken into account while determining the power consumption 
cost. The power may be consumed by essentially two dist~nct_ 
sources (a) Preparatory spinning and weaving (\;!arp-
ing and Sizing )and. weaving,. and (b) Spinning, Cone-Winding and Pirn 
Winding). The consumption for the sub-processes in (a) usually 
recurs at a constant manner, whereas for (b) it increases with the 
build-up of the package. Therefore , the observed power consump-
tion should take note of motor effeciency, variation in_:yarn~count- and 
spindle speed. 
It would be reasonable to assume that under Bahgladesh 
condition , the motor effeciency would be about 90 per cent, 
which is somewhat higher than the observed motor effeciency. 
Power consumption for sub-processes in (a) would be 80 per cent 
of the installed motor capacity, while for Ring Spinning, it 
has to be adjusted for product type (32s count) and spindle speed. 
Catline and Earr have shown the variation in the power consumption 
with relation to yarn count ana the spindle speed· 20/ The result 
20/ ;'h~ P::inciules and Theor of Rin S inning(Hanual of Cotton 
uplnnlng Vol. 5 , by Gatling, H.R. and De Barr .A.E., The 
Textile Institute, Manchester. pp. 161-194. 
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presented by them could be used to construct two graphs as 
shown in figure 4.6 
The graph (i) shows the relationship between the change i~ yarn 
count from 6 to 44s and the power consumption in terms of per-
centage with spindle speed at l;,COC r.p.m. It appears that for 
32s count the observed power would have to be adjusted by a factor 
of 0.84. 
The graph (ii) indicates an possible relationship between 
power consumption ( in terms of percentage) and spindle speed for 
32s cotton count. This graph has been drawn from the result present-
ed by Catlins and Barr and represents an estimate of the reduction 
of the power consumption with the spindle speed. It has been 
assumed that these estimates would suffice for the present purpose 
of the study. These two graphs will be used as guideli~es to 
help determine the power consumption, as and when necessary. 
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. 
PRODUCTIVITY ASSUMPTIONS FOR ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGY SOURCES 
Productivity can siDply be defi~ed as the ratio bet~een 
tho out:;_~ut anr:l the reso:.:trce consur,ec. It is i:::-oortant to 





le'Jel oi' ·oroc3uctivitv have baen conside!'2:!, :<:ic}l 
~ sources 
by the alternativ~technologics viz. rw, Ja:;an, 
Fur:ania e..n:: Inc~ia to attain the compara'ble scale of output,Q.). 
The expected level of proc:.uction or rr:0.chine effecien.cy has bee1: 
based on the manufacturer's recommendation under fangladesh 
condition. It is to be noted that the selection of the nu~her of 
machinery has been influenced by this effeciency level, and there-
f t , b .ro 1., • f 1 • .».ro .1. t ,_, 1 . 1 d dre n.e nu;:-, er o.~. mac .. lnery or U.l.L.!.ereCJ..., ecd·!-o ozles HOU_ 
vary when attempting to achieve a comparable scale of output(Q) 
However_, in actual situation the manufacturer's recommended 
effeciency or productivity level often fails in attaining t~e 
co~parable output. The findincs reveal that two mills of 
iC.enticn.l size usin~; r:2.cl-~incry of tb:; sane vintG.ge and a.havin.= 
the same ~aintenance standard can di~fer ~idely in the produc-
tivity r~er unit output. Fickett and Eobson 1 ::; cross-sectio!lal 
data suggest that this variation is significant in the develop-
ing countries. 2li T!::.is variatior_ in productivit;</ can he 
attributed to 
I Technical and 
II Organisational factors 
The technical factor may be attributed to the macl1ine speed 
and the operatin; effeciency of the spindles and looms. The 
spindle speed, for example, depends prinarily on yarn count twist 
factor e.ncl tl1e fil.Jre strength. S_;Jind_le effeciency on the other 
hand, is deterGined by calculating the ratio of the theoreticnll·•.t 
an act.ual cap~'Cl ; 
possible/capacityfoi' one spin.dle operatin;; at a r:axir::uu speed
1
J.e 
the ratio bet~een tho rnted-outpdt (Cr) and the actual out,ut. 
For spindle or lao~ c~pacity as opposed to its rated capacity , 
the manufacturer recommen~s an operable capacity for specific 
21/ 'A lJote on Operating Condition and Technology in African 
Textile Production', by Pickett,J. and R. Robson, World 
Develooment, Vol. 5, No. 9/10, UK,l977, pp. 879-882. 
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country condition which could be defined as rccommen~ed or 
e:c:Jectec1_ ca::Jacit'.r (C). rmrever, the :?.ctue.l cane,cit'· (C), 
- ..1. ·J m ..1.. Cl a 
vlh ic~~ is attainable ur,,:'l_ er t>e country condition is lo,rer th<:m 
ti-:e rr:::>.nu:actu:rer 1 s recomr:e:r..cled capacity. Tl1e relatior..ship betHeen 
the rate0, expected aGd actu~l ca~acities could be defined as 
follous 
In uractice, C is often lo~er than C and the difference in ... a m 
output per unit time can be defined as production deffeciency 
(Df). Under a country condition where the best management 
practices are available and 1.-ith no x-ineffeciencit:s,it is possible to 
attain em: Ca • Pickett and Robson have sho'~<m that it is possible 
for the African countries "to achieve the UK effeciency, moreover, 
sometimes Hongkong textile production~· exceed UK productive 
effeciency. Production deffeciencies embody two modifying factors: 
(i) avoiAable and (ii) unavoidable stoppages. In theory, the 
avoidable stoppages can be completely eliminated as they could be 
due to yarn breaka;e, 22/ developing country condition ,. etc·- _ 
-Al-though, · unavoidable stoppage such as pm·rer 
failure can not be eliminated, nevertheless they can be improved 
upon by collective effort. The power failure is found to be the 
major cause for low productivity in Bangladesh. In 1979-80 and 
1980-81, about 9 and 6 per cent of the total production time had 
been lost due to power failure. 
Isolated from the machine speed, the operating effeciency would 
depend on the level of the training which the workers had received 
and which the management can monitor and improve upon. The 
atmospheric and the hygenic conditions within the mills also effect 
the machine and labour productivity. The organisational aspects 
of achieving the manufacturer's recommended capacity or effeciency 
is very important, and as has been mentioned earlier that Pickett 
and Robson (1977) have found a significant variation in produc-
tivity because of different manazement practices. 
In the present study, alternative sources of machinery fron: 
FK, Japar.., R.ur:ania and India have been considered. The tas!: at 
22/ Yarn breakage depends on hurnidity,spinning room cleanliness, 
quality of roving and count produced(finer counts requires 
a careful pre-spinning preparation. 
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the present would be to ascertain the productivity of the 
existing spinnin~ or coEposite units which use these sources 
of nachinery and relate their productivity to estimate the actual 
productivity that could be achieve~ froffi the new cachinery. It 
is important to mention here that the machinery already in use 
are of older vintages.They are lil-:ely to have lower speed than the 
weaving and spinning machinery to be considered for the evaluation 
of alternative technologies which are of 1981 vintage and have 
relatively higher speed. Therefore, adjustment would have to be 
made for the improved machinery speed before applying the produc-
tivity level obtained from the existing mills. 
Productivity Measurement 
It is essential to assess the productivity level of the 18 
sample mills which use UK, Japanese, Rumanian and Indian machi-
nery. The actual productivity level obtained for the sample 
mills would have to be adjusted for the improved machine speed 
and the power failures which reduce (lower) t~e actual productivity
In textiles, several method~ for the measurement of productivity 
are ~idely in use. One such method necessitates the comparison of 
a mill with a standard mill having opti~u~ organisation and 
labour consumption. The second method known as the , 'Van den 
Abeele System' in which the organisational index is worked out by 
co~paring the actual man-hours required to produce one hundred 
kilogram of yarn (actual HOK ) with the man-hour expected under 
the specific condition prevailing in the mill (prevailing HOK ). 
The expected HOK is worked out in each mill according to the 
equipment and condition present in the particular countrv. 23/ The 
u -
essential difference between these two methods is that the first 
method established a standard mill with the aid of 'productivity 
centre 1 and. then coc?2.red other r:ills in rcle.tion to it. W~1ereas 
the Van den Abeele method exanines productivity achicve~ent within 
the 
23/ 
sa~e mill by constructing Productivity Index (?I),from t~e 
Technological and Economic As ect of Establishing Textile 
Industry in Develouing Countries,UNIDO, Vienna, 19 7 
pp. 111-1/~9· 
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ratio betueen the actue.l a.nc tl:.e productivity 'i!hich can he o.c~·~i 
achieved with the existin~ equipDAnt wor~iTig at Daximu~ effe-
ciency anr:1 Hith ls1Jocu~ fe.ctor c.t tllo o~Jtirmu level •. ~ tLir6 pro-
ductivity measurement us8d by hTIRA, India also calculates the 
PI index for inter mill coL:parison •. ~ft~:.e Frcductivity In(1ex is 
define~ as folJ.o~s 
PI = l'acl1i>1c Frorluctivit'l Ir..dex X 100 
Lahour Employment Ratio 
\'There HPI = Mill Production per Machine Shift 
Sto.nd.ard lUll Production per r:achine Shift 
And LER = Mill Operative per Shift 
Standard ~ill Operative per Shift 
The ATIRA nethod of calculating Productivity Index gives a 
relation ship bet·.·ieen tl:e machine pr oc~uct iv i ty and the labour 
e~ployment ratio. This PI coule be usefully ceasured for the 
purpose of this study , but would require some assumptions. 
If it is assumed that the cill O)eratives requireri per shift is 
deterDined by the ET;:c and correspond exactly -vlith tl:.e staEdard 
mill operatives, V-Ihicl:. is also set-up b~,r the ETl-:C tr"en L:=F. 
becoi!les = 1. 25/ ........ This could be saDe across all technology sources,
and therefore the measurement of PI becomes sinpler 
PI = r:PI 
Productivity index would then be a function of machine froduc-
tivity Index,and since the nanning level is more or less identical 
across the technoloiies, labour productivity would depend on the 
performance of specific technology sources. ~PI is a ratio 
betueen t~1e actual ancc the standard r:tachi::1e production. If it is 
assuQed that, the stendard machine production is , in fact, the 
~anufacturer's reco~nen~ed or the expecte~ production under the 
~/ Inter-firm Comparison of Productivity and costs, published 
by Ahmedabad Textile Industry's ReseQrch Associatio,India, 
1978 pp. 1-5 
?:.2_1 The BTMC has standard manning level schedule,which it applies 
to all mills irrespective of their technologies,however,they 
may vary according to the number of machinery. 
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country condition then PI could be expressed as :-
PI = Actual Ca acit of Machine Shift ( ·) 
Expected or Standard Machine Capacity Shift ~ 
It can also defined as 
n~comnended Effeciencv 
(Reff)= Expected or Standard 
Rated Machine Prodn. 
Actual Effeciecnv 
(Aeff)= Actual Prodn. 
Rated Machine Shift 
Shift _(_Ql")/ ij
TCRJ' 
. .. (iii) 
From these a fourth relationship can be arrived at, which is 
( Aeff) = CA • Reff. •. • ••• (iv) 
CI·'i 
The utility of the relationship derived from (i ), (ii) and 
(iii) is that if the actual, expected and the rated machine 
capacities are known for both the old and the new vintages, then 
by calculating PI for the older vintages the actual capacity of the 
new machinery can be estimated. This can be done by simply combi-
ning the PI with the expected machine capacity which is the product 
of rated capacity and recommended or expected effeciency. The 
equation 1 to lV can be used to analyse the data collected on the 
18 textile mills to establish their producitivity indices (PI). 
These PI can then be employed to calculate the actual productivity 
level for the 1981 spinning and weaving machinery from the alter-
native technology sources, for the purpose of the present study. 
It is to be noted that under the standard mill condition the 
values of PI, Reff and Aeff ~ 1 or 100. Ideally, PI and the effe-
ciencies can be calculated for all the sub-processes and then 
combined to give an overall index. However, the efforts here had 
been to concentrate on two main sub processes viz. t~e spinnin~ an~ 
the weaving. It has been assuDed that the produc~ivity level of 
these sections would represent t~e overall spinning (stase I andrr") - ·-. 
and weaving (stage III and IV) pro~u~tivity levels. This can be 
justified as tte prevailing sub processes of the spinning and the 
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weaving are continuous and also they represent the final 
processes of interffiediate (yarn) and final (grey cloth) product. 
:Eroductivi ty_ Estiniat.es for 1981 Hach inery 
Spinning Technology 
The producitvity indices for the 18 textile mills with CK, 
Japanese , Indian and Pu~anian spinning machinery have been cal-
culated. Tho table 4.10 provides a detailed information on the 
machinery vintages, spindle dia~cter , lift and speed ,recomm-
ended or expected effeciency, expected and actual production, etc. 
It could be seen from the table that the number of samples from 
UX, Japan , India and Rumania are 5, 7, 4 and 1 respectively. The 
selection of samples were designed to accomodate the mills with 
newer vintages of machinery • It has been found that Indian and 
Pu~anian spinning machinery were first installed in Eangladesh only 
after 1975, and at the time of the survey there were only 4 Indian 
and 1 Rumanian mill~ are in operation , although a number of 
them were under installation. 
The table shows that UK spinning machinery from vintages 
between 1968-71 had recommended speed between 11,000 to 11,500 
r.p.m with an expected per spindle production between 3.41 to 
3. 56 oz per shift.. [o;_v-ever, the actual spindle attained is bet\v-een
8,200 to 9,130 r.pm with spindle production between 2.83 to 3.3 oz 
per shift. It indicates that the calculated producitvity index 
varied between 81.5 to 92.7. The average index for the five (5) 
samples is 87.02. Similarly, the PI of the Japanese, Indian and 
Rumanian spinning machinery have been calculated and they are 90.3, 
85.55 and 87.36 respectively. It further appears from the table 
that the Japanese spinning machinery has achieved the highest 
productivity level among all the technology sources, followed by 
Rumania , FIC ancl. InC!ia. Tl:.e productivity levels of P~u:nania and m: 
are almost the same ahd are relatively hicher than the Indian 
spinnin~ technology. It is to be noted that the productivity level 
for the Ru~anian technolggy is represented by a single mill , while 
for other sources it is more widely represente~. 
It is possible to urc tLe FI ir:dex • .. ;~:ic} 1 hs.s takcD.. ir.to co!-tSi-
riera t ion the re c Oin:,cnned or ez;:_·e cterl ef:'e c iency /~pgd uct ion ca::-ac i ty
and the actual production level , fc) e::;tir.ate t:-le nroductivit" . ~ 
TABLE L.1Q 
PRODUCTIVITY INDEX FOR THE SURVEYED MILLS(SPINNING) 
S£indle Details Production~Oz.L 
Sample Recommended Lift Ring Dia. At Rec. Rec.Eff. Actual RPM at Actual 
Code Vintage SJ2eed~r:£2ml ~inch L (inch S2eed (90 %) Prodn. Actual PI Eff. { Aeff l 
Source : UK 
A 1968 11,000 8 1.75 3.79 3.41 3.1 8,984 90.9 81.81 
B 1968 11,000 8 1.75 3.79 3.41 2.83 8,200 83.0 74.70 
c 1970 11,500 8 1.75 3. 96 3.56 2.90 9,130 81.5 73.35 
D 1970 11,500 8 1.75 3. 96 3.56 3.3 9,274 92.7 83.43 
E 1971 11,500 8 1.75 3.96 3.56 3.1 8,984 87.0 78.3 
Av.87.02 
Source : JAPAN I 
IJ1 
F 1968 11,000 8 1.75 3.79 3.41 3.15 9,130 92.4 83.16 -/0--I 
G 1968 11,000 8 1.75 3.79 3.41 3.30 9,565 96.8 87.12 
Hl 1970 11,500 8 1.75 3.96 3.56 2.98 8,636 83.7 75.33 
H2 1975 12,000 8 1.75 4.14 3.72 3.25 9,420 87.4 78.66 
I 1975 12,000 8 1.75 4.14 3.72 3.40 9,855 91.4 82.26 
J 1975 12,000 8 1. 75 4.14 3.72 3.35 9,710 90.1 81.09 
K 1975 12,000 8 1.75 4.14 3.72 3.36 9,740 90.3 81.27 
Av.90.3 
Source : INDIA 
Ll 1976 12,000 9 1.75 4.14 3.72 3.28 9,505 88.2 79.38 
L2 1976 12,000 9 1.75 4.14 3.72 2.95 8,550 79.3 71.37 
M 1976 12,000 9 1.75 4.14 3.72 3.33 9,650 88.7 79.83 
N 1976 12,000 9 1.75 4.14 3.72 3.20 9,275 86.0 77.40 
Av.85.55 
Source : RUMANIA 
0 1976 12,000 9 1.75 4.14 3.72 3.25 9,420 87.36 78.62 
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level which could be ex~ected frorn the new lliachincry. The 
productivitylindex could be multiplied with t~e expected level 
of production and effeciency of new ?Pinnin~ mach;nery of all 
source§ to estimate their actual achievable p~oduct~on. 
Accordingly, tte estinatc~ actual level of production per spi~dle 
have been calculated for UY, Japanese , Indian and Rumanian 
technologies and shown in table 
It can be seen frohl the table that the rated spindle speed 
of all the technology sources\varies\behJcen 15,5000 to 16,000 r. p. n 
while the recomcended speed varies between 12,900 to 13,200 r.p.c. 
At the recommended spindle speed its production varies between 
4.451 to 4.555 oz per spindle per shift • The expected production 
which takes into account tte recommended or expected effeciency, 
varies between 4.010 to 4.095 oz/shift. UK has the highest 
spindle production of 4.095 oz/shift followed by Japan and India 
both having identical spindle capacity of 4.037 oz/shift and 
finally followed by Eumania which has spindle production of 4.010 
oz/shift. It is to be noted that the expected levels of prod-
uction are the recohlmendations of the manufacturer which have 
been based on the country's operating conditions. The de~ermina­
tion of the comparative scale of output"(.Q) for the. a1terne.tives has 
oeen based on the mode~n technologies,and would therefore depe~~e~E/ 
expected level of production (See scale of output(Q)).However, it 
appears from the table 4.11 that the actual level of spindle 
capacity is much lower than the expected level.The estimated 
actual level of spindle productivity for UI:, Japanese, Indian and 
Rumanian technolggies are • 3.563, 3.645. 3.451~ and 3.503 oz per 
shift. It shows that the actual spindle speed which could be 
attained for all the technologies would lie between 10,010 to 
10,565 r.p.m, while the actual effeciencies would vary between 77 
to 81.27 per cent. It could be seen fron the table that although 
the UK machinery have higher rated and expected capacity but its 
actual spindle production falls below the Japanese level. Accord-
ingly, the expected per spindle productivity of UK and Japanese 
arc 4.095 an~ 4.037 oz/shift respectivley, w~ile the esti~atod 
actuals reveal thern to be 3.563 an~_3.645 oz/shift respectively. 
The actual effeciencies attained by different technology sources 
TABLE 4.11 
ESTIMATED SPINDLE PRODUCTIVITY FOR 1981 MACHINERY 
Spindle Details Ex2ected or Recommended: Actual Estimated 
Source of Rated Lift Ring Dia. Procln. Eff(%) Prodn. 1;Productiort Speed Machinery Speed(RPM) (inch) ( i11chj _ RPM Cr(oz) (Reff.) Cm PI- .. (oz)·. (RP~!:) (Aeff). -- - --· 
UK 16,000 8 1.75 13,200 4.555 90 4.095 87.02 3.563 10,325 78.32 
JAPAN 16,000 8 1.75 13,000 4.486 90 4.037 90.30 3.645 10,565 81.27 
INDIA 16,000 9 1.75 13,000 4.486 90 4.037 85.55 3.454 10,454 77.00 






viz. cK, Japan, India and Ru~ania are 78.32 , 81.27, 77.0 
and 78.62 respectively. 
Weaving Technology 
Weaving in Bangladesh, likewise spinning is dominated by 
Japanese technology. Unlike in spinning , no new weaving pre-
paratory machinery and looms were installed in the country since 
1950. External procurement of all weaving machinery in the form of 
composite units took place in the 1960s from Japan(See table z.q ). 
As the textile policy pursued since the 1960s discouraged the ins-
tallation of nodern automatic looms in the cotton textiLe sector , 
information available on the producitivity level of weaving rrachi-
nery and loons are only fron thel960s'vintages of Japanese origin. 
As this study attempts to evaluate the suitablitlity of both 
spinning andweaving machinery from all the four country sources 
therefore, the absence of weaving machinery fron sources other 
than Japanese limits the determination of the actual productivity 
level: To overcome this constraint a bold attempt in assuming that 
productivity levels of the other sources viz. UK, India and Rumania 
~re identical to the Japanese has been made. Such assumptions 
can be made on the grounds that the productivity level for weaving 
is less variable across the technologies as because the loom tech-
nology for the alternative sources are similar. The table 
shows the recommended pick per minute (ppm), effeciencies, expected 
and actual production capacities of 1962, 1963 and 1964 technology 
vintages. 
The table ·4.12 shows that the pick per minute for ~ifferent 
vintages varies between 140 to 145, while the expected produc-
tion of cloth per shift varies between 34.58 to 35.81 yds. The 
variation is small as all the technologies are fro= vintages of 
three consecutive years. However, the difference between the actual 
proctuction is relatively greater and is from 26.96 to 22.46 y~s per 
loom per shift. The calculated production index (PI) varies between 
83.65 to 92.42 yds. and the average for the five (5) co~posite ~1ills 
is 87.38 yds. ~s for spinning, the produciton in~ex cculd used 
to estimate actual achieved producitivty of 1981 weaving 
technolozies, provided information is available on the rated, re-
comnended or expected production capacity and effeciencies of all 
TABLE 4.12 
PRODUCTIVITY INDEX FOR THE SURVEYED MILLS(WEAVING) 
Expected or Recommended , · 
Spindle Pick~Zmin~~Erodh. Eff~ . Erod~~J Actual Actual Eff. 
Code Vintage (PPM) , (yds) Reff(%}__ {yds) Prodn(yds) PI Af;_ff(%) 
So~ : Japan 
F 1962 140 34.58 · .90 3'1.12 28.76 92.42 83.18 
C2 1964 145 35.81 90 32.23 27.25 84.55 76.10 
P 1964 145 35.81 90 32.23 28.36 ss~oo 79.20 
Q 1964 145 35.81 90 32.23 26.96 83.65 75.28 
R 1964 145 35.81 90 32.23 28.46 88.30 79.47 
Av. 87.38 78.65 
TABLE ~.13 
ESTIMATED LOOM PRODUCTIVITY FOR 1981 MACHINERY 
Loom Details Expected or Recommended: Estimat_e.d Actual 
Rated Width Prodn. Eff. Prodn. Production 
Source PPM (inch) ~ PPM Qr (yds) He~ff ( %J Cm(y_d:il) PI (yds) ( PP~1) Aeff. 
UK 190 60 Battery 170 41.99 90 37.79 87.38 33.02 134 78.65 
JAPAN 160 60 Battery 150 37.05 90 33.36 87.38 29.15 118 78.65 
INDIA 170 60 Battery 180 39.52 90 35.57 87.38 31.08 126 78.65 






machinery sources •• 
Eased on the assumption that the productivity level for 
cTe2.vin:; is L1entical e.crosf~ t: .• e tccl:nolo~ies, cGlculated 
FI ha.s been multiplied \·!itb tl:.e e:~;.ected pro·::luction ca.pc.cities 
as cert::. in tb o ar-t uo.l ~roductivitv level of woavin~ technolo~ies 
~ ~ u w 
for all the sources of naci:iner:;. ';'~1e table 4.1} shows the ex;JCcter: 
and the esticatee actual producitivity levels for alternative 
sources of '•!eavinc; tec:molo;;ies. The reco:n:ended or the expected 
capacities of Fr, Jc:.panese, Indian and. ?u!::a::--da.n technologies are 
41.99, 37.05 , 39.52 and 39.52 yds. respectively. The comparative 
been 
8cale-.of output(Q) for t~"J.e alternative technologies ha.vej calculated 
based on the expected level of production. llowever, the esti~ated 
actual producitivity level for the technology sources fK, Japan, 
India and ~uDania are 37.39, 33.36. 35.57 and 35.57 yds. per shift 
per looc respectively • 
. ll.diustJ'ent of t:r:e ru::'ber of' T'o-rl~ip~· T)P_Vs at !:.ctual Sstimatr:;r: 
Prod.uctivity 
The scale of output (q) selected for this study has begn based 
on 300 d~ys and on the expected level of nachine producitivty re-
coonended by the manufacturer at the country condition. This 
paraDeter has been extended here to take into account the actual 
productivity level already estimated for spinning and weaving. The 
rationale behind is that the expected producitivity level would be 
achieved in a situation wtere there is no x-effeciencies in nana-
gement practice and the operation effeciencies are at a optinun 
level. Such a situation is already said to b~ in existence in 
the textile factories of Hon~kong and Africa. Pickett and Robson 
(1981) have e~~hasised on the relationship between effecient 
~anagesent and the choice of tec~nolo~y. They concluded that t~e 
gains from effecienc:; is greater than the losses incurred by un-
critical choice. 2_6/ Therefore, it is essential that hot~1 the actual i 
and expected productivity levels of the technolo~ies are evalll...o.-
tee~_. 
26/ The Choice of Technology in the Production of Cotton Cloth, 
op. cit., p.164. 
I 
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As the actual pro~ucitivity is below the expected productivity 
level than the scale of output can not be maintairied in 300 
working ~ays. Therefore, tho nunbor of workin~ eays need to be 
extendcc, • ~:oHovcr, i:' tLe ~=tctu:s.l productivit:l level is too lo,; 
then the conparative sco.le o.~· output r;w.y not be nttained hy a spin-
ning or a co~posite unit in the sa~e yenr. In such an intance, 
additional nachinery would hnve to be installed and consequently 
the investment cost would increase to meet the comparative scale 
of output. ~·!hile if ti-:.e actual production is able to achieve the 
comparable scale of output within a year (i.e 365 days) but beyond 
300 days , then it can be argued that the scale of output can be 
attained without increasing the investment cost but with extending 
the number of working days. The extension of the working days 
would be reflected in additonal operating costs i.e increase in 
labour, power, maintenance and overhead costs. For increased 
working days no additional workers would be employed rather the 
presently employed workers would work on an overtime basis. It 
would be relevant to sontion here that presently there are some 
mills in Banglac.esl1 vrhich operates on 345 t.Jorkir.J.b days. 
Adjustment of workins days would be required for modern, inter-
mediate and traditional technologies. As the productivity level for 
pedal, power, pit and C.R looms, ATDA pedal and KVIC hand spinning 
the numbpr of 
have been based on actual production adjustment in theNJorking 
days is not required for these technologies. But adjustment is 
needed for modern spinning and weaving technologies for which the 
actual production of 1981 machinery from UK, Japan, India and 
Rumania have been estimated. For intermediate technology, the expec-
ted productivity level of RFC spinning have been taken from 
observations made in India. It has been assumed that the actual 
productivity level of Bangladesh would be lower than the Indian. 
The Indian productivity level has been modified in accordance with 
the spindle production lin Bangladesh of machinery from 1927 an~ 
1936 vintages. 27/ 'I'he tec}mical features of tteso IJ2_chinery are 
27/ There are quite a few mills, which use mostly of 1927-193h 
(se Chapter-2), The spindle production of these mills are 
quite low,and they are found to be comparable with theRFC 
pm.;er spinning. 
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comparable with the RFC spinning, therefore their actual 
production could be considered as achievable by RFC spinning 
under Bansladesh con~ition. The number of working days for RFC 
·composite Unit have 1only been adjusted for spinning. This is because prouuct~v~ty-~eve 
the/for Power looms was based on the productivity level observed 
in Bangladesh private textile sector, while for the latter the 
Indian produdtivity level is used as it was found not to be 
significantly different from the semi-suto looms. The table4.14 
shows the adjustment in the number of working days in accordance 
with the estimated actual production level of modern spining and 
composite units as well as intermediate RFC power spinning of 
alternative technology sources viz. UK, Japan, India and Rumania. 
The table 4.14 -shows that' in order to attain the scale of output 
(Q) at the expected capacity,the spinning supplying yarn to the 
Service Centre and the handloom weavers would require to process 
more materials. This is because of the· sub-process 1-rastages of the 
Service Centre and the Eandloom weaving. In order to produce an 
identical level of grey cloth at the expected proctuctivity, the 
composite unit spinning requires 300 working days while,for 
supplying yarn to the Service Centre and the handloom weavers it 
would require 308 and 310 days respectively. At the estimated 
actual productivity level the number of working days is escalated 
for composite unit spinning from 300 days to 340, 332, 351 and 
344 for CK, Jnpanese, Indian and Rumanian technologies respecti-
vely. Similarly, the workin~ days increased for the Service 
Centre and the Eandloom weaving from 308 aLd 310 days to 349, 
341, 359 and 352 , and 351, 343, 362 and 355 respectively for rr, 
Japanese, Indian and Rumanian technologies. Intermediate technolo£:. 
at the expected capacity requires to process a higher quantity 1 
of material than the RFC composite unit ~ Intermediate spinning 
unit supplyinc yarn to the handloom weavers entails' an increase 
in working days from 300 days required by the RFC co~posite 
unit to 309. At the estimated actual capacity, the number of 
days requirei by ~FC cosposite spinnin; unit increases fro~ 3CC 
to 3/cO da.ys, 1-r"bile for su;_:rJl~rin.::; y:o.r";_ to t}_e l:.andloor; Heavers 
tho oase u2it needs an increase fro~ 3C9 to 350 days. For 2orler~ 
,_.reA.vina; at t:·1e expected lc·rel of--productivity, the nur .. ber of looL~s
TABLE.4.14 
ADJUSTMENT OF NUMBER OF WORKING DAYS 
SPINNING(a) 
Exp.Product'y At Estimated Actual Productivity 





(lbsl.- Prodnlb days -~UK JAPAN INDIA RUMANIA UK JAPAN INDIA RUMANIA UK JAPAN INDIA RUMAN A 
SPG,Composite) 5,558,950 18,530 





or Power loom 5,586,080 18,580 
RFC SPG+Handlm 5,741,480 18,580 
Cloth Loom 
Sources of Prodn. Prodn 
Technology (ydll_ ~yds) 
UK 23,869,020 37.79 
JAPAN 23,869,020 33.36 
INDIA 23,869,020 35.57 
RUMANIA 23,869,020 35.57 
300 3.56 3.64 3.45 
308 ~3.56 3.64 3.45 



















3.50 16345 16730 15854 16174 340 
3.50 16345 16730 15854 16174 349 








Estimated Daily Adjusted 
Actual Production No. of 
Prodn(yds) ~yds) Days 
33.02 69,540 343 
29.15 69,520 343 
31.08 69,555 343 
31.08 69,555 343 









have been selected in such a ~anner as to ensure the 
attain~ent of the co~parable scale of output (Q) by all the -
alternative technology sources viz. [f, Japan, India and Ru~ania 
in 300 workinJ days. It has been assurted that at estimated 
actual producitivty level all the alternative technology sources 
WOllld have productivity level identical with the Japanese. Eence, 
the required number of working days would increase in the saDe 
proportion for all the technologies which is an inc~eaee fro~ 
300 to 343 days for all weaving technolo~ies. 
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Wa~e Rate and Ad~inistrativc Salaries 
In Pangladesh wtere most of the ~anufacturing activities 
take place in the public sector, t~e wage and salary structure 
is uniform throughout the country and is known as the ~ational 
Pay Scale (I;PS). The basic wage and the salary scale is the same, 
however, the kind of allowance may vary in different cities, for 
example the house rent allowances are higher in cities than in 
small district towns. The wage and the salary structure has been 
designed to accomodate the skill composition of both labour and 
administrative personnel and accordingly they are remunerated. 
Therefore, if the investment for the organised sector is undertaken 
by the Governcent then this wage structUre would be employed. 
Fortunately, there are specific wage and salary structure available 
for the textile sector which takes account of the skill composition 
and these structure can be directly used. Eut as the intermediate 
and the KVIC technologies are not in operation in Bangladesh, and 
therefore considerable difficulty arises in determining the wage 
level for these sectors. The Indian wage rate for these sectors 
could serve as guide-line and help to alleviate the constraint; 
but the Indian '1..-Iage level i~found to be quite high for these sectors 
and even excess than the organised sector wa~e level. Further 
problem arises from as to which source shall initiate investment 
. ;whether in these sectors. The wage level may vary accord1ng to ~ne lnvest-
ment is being undertaken by the Government or by private entrepre-
neur. The other wage areas to be considered are handloom and pedal 
spinning • For these areas, the wage level observed as mentioned 
in the Hnndloom Survey and a handspinning unit in Bangladesh could 
be used. It is essential for the study , to define first of all, 
the sources of investment clearly and then assume the wage struc-
ture that would be appropriate for the different sector technolozies
Modern Technolo~v 
It would be assumed that the modern sector investment would 
be executed under public sector ownership i.e the ownership presentl
@xistent • It would therefore be quite relevant to use tte 
and salary structure at present !n use in the textile iniustry. 
The textile sector •-rae,-es are bro·-·adly. tho same a"' tl1e '"w 0 ' " t .... ' .., 1·:.~. o, ana 
can, however be broadly categorised into seven wage scales(zra~es). 
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The table 4.15below shows the wage grades for the BTMC 
TAPLE 4.15 
BT>r C Fa.r:::e Scale ( Grades~ 
(All in Tal-:a ) 
Av.Honthly Total Total 
Grades f.!onthly Pav Scale Pav(TK) Allm·mnce s Fay/month 
I 270-8-325 310 159 469 
II 285-10-410 332 167 499 
III 300-12-440 388 187 . 575 
IV 310-12-470 408 194 602 
v 335-15-520 450 208 658 
VI 355-20-555 485 221 706 
VII 400-28-555 585 256 841 
The wage scale shows the monthly pay starting froc the point, 
July, 1977. In the scale (i.e the 2nd column) the figures in the 
middle signify annual pay increments. The average wages have been 
calculated for the year 1981, and alloi-Jances have been taken as 
35 per cent of the basic salary for house rent and gratuity 
allowances and Tk. 50 as medical benefit. These allowances are 
uniform across the all the wage rates. For convenience , the 
above scales have been identified with the skill composition of the
textile industry categorised by the BTMC Planning and Development 
Department for investment appraisal.These are as follows in-the 
table 4.16 given below :-
TABLE 4.16 
Wage Scale Based on Skill Comnosition 






























1.1 Averaze of Grades IV and V; and I and II 
as appropriate. 
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The employment of the modern sector can be divided into the 
above skill composition. Once , such skill differentiation is 
established, it would be easy to calculate tte wage coDponent of 
the operating cost. 
It is now essential to establish the salaries of tho admins-
trative and ~anagerial staff. Once again, the salary structure 
for the public sector enterprises are identical across all the 
technologies under the National Pay and 8alaries Scales.Usually, 
there are as many as 20 scales, but o:hly .·9 .main scales have 1been 
identified which can be appropriately used by the textile sector. 
These basic pay scales are identical across all the textile 
industries in the country. However, the main allowances viz. the 
house rent may vary according to the location of the mills , 
whether they are in urban or rural areas. In cities where 
accomodationfor administrative and managerial staff are not pro-
vided there is provision for a fixed house rent. In places where 
accocodations are provided the house rent rebate is deducted 
from the basic salary at the rate of 5 to 7 per cent. The nine 
categories of administrative and management staff salaries are 
in the table 4.11 -v;hich follOIIS :-
TABLE 4.17 
Annual Salarv of Administrative Personnel 
(All in Taka ) 
~vge. Total Total 
Monthly Net All.;. Nonthly Annual 
Grade Scale of .Pay Pav CHances Pav Salarv 
,I ;2300-100-2750 2,675 20 2,695 32,340 
IJ 1850- 75-2375 2,265 25 2,290 27,480 
-III 1400- 75-2225 1,965 25 1,990 23,880 
IV 750- 50-1470 1,210 35 1,245 14,940 
v 470- 35-1135 875 60 935 11,220 
VI 400- 25- 825 665 85 1/ 750 9,000 
VII 325- 15- 610 500 280 780 9,3(~0 
VIII. 300.;.. 12- 540 ~~~c 5 2/J1 ..... ~-· v 705 2,460 
IX ·-225- ~- 315 285 230 515 / ln 'J , (; 0 
£1 Average monthly pay includes house rent allowance. 
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The pay scales shown above like that for wages start 
si~ilarly fro~ the month of July, 1977. The average wages have 
been ta~en for the year, 1981. Salary scales fro~ I to VI 
consider tl::a.t hous in;; accoLocla t ions are being provided Hi tl• iE 
the mill co~pound. Therefore deductions for house rents fro~ 
the monthly pays forscales I to IV and V an~ VI hRve been r::ade 
at the rate of 7.5 and 5.0 per cent respectivel~. 1i!hile for 
scales VII, VIII and IX, an allowance of 30 per cent is added to 
the basic pay for house rent. The net allowance have been calcu-
lated by adding up all the allowances such as the gratuity at the 
rate of 6 per cent on the basic pay, medical allowance of Tk.50, 
and then dedeucting the house rent rebate fro~ the total allow-
ances. Once, the required number and types of adninistrative 
and management personnel for modern spinning and composite units 
have been decided, the total wages and salaries could then be 
calculated from the table above. 
Intermediate Technolo~v 
It has been discussed that the wage structure depends on 
whether the production is being organised by private entre~re­
neur or the public sector. As intermediate spinning and weaving 
are not widely in use in Bangladesh, it would be assumed that 
such production structure if undertaken would be done so as in 
India , under public sector ownership. Such an assumption 
alleviates the problem of wage determination for this technology 
to a great extent. The National Pay Scale used for all public 
be 
sector industries couldjapplied for the intermediate technology, 
and can aid in the establishment of the skill composition of the 
production activity. It would then appear that the skill requ-
irement of the intermediate technology is relatively in the lower 
spectrum of the skill composition than the modern sector,. For 
instance in the rr.odern spinning sub-process , a single spinning 
tenter looks after 432-480 spindles, whereas in intermediate 
spinning under factory shed (RFC Power spinning) a spinner only 
supervises 48 spindles, although he also helps with the doffing 
of full spindles. Tl':orefore, i~, Houle be a.ppro}_')riate to e::ter..d 
unsl-:illed v1orkers of thi organised,:. secto.r by de compos inc c
2 
( i.e grade I and II ) to c2 A and c3(i.e grade II and I respec-
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tively ) for intermediate technologies. Accordinr,ly, the skill 
requirement would have to be adjusted for all the sub-processes 
of intermediate technology. 
It would be convenient to use the NPS or the BTMC wage 
scales for the Service Centre(Stage -III), ATDA pre-spinning 
(Stage -I),KVIC p~e-spi~ning (stage I upto Speed Frame), RFC 
spin:g.ing- (stages! and II) and pre-weaving(stage III) and F.FC 
composite units with power looms (stage I to IV) .All these sub-
processes use power driven machinery and it would be assumed here 
that all their operatives would be employed on a permanent basis. 
Furthermore, shift working is possible and have been considered 
for all these operations except for KVIC pre-spinning. However, 
the problem arises with sub-processes of the pedal charka, Ambar 
roving, spinning charka and the ped.pl loom where all- the operations 
involve direct human power and are usually run on'one shift basis. 
Their operatives also work on a daily basis and are paid on 
the amount of production they can deliver at the end of the _ 
day. ~2B/ Therefore , the daily or the weekly wages vary for these 
operatives and depend on their skills. 
The wage rate for Pedal and Ambar Rover and Spinnners have 
been estimated from the only production centre in operation in 
Bangladesh. The wage rate has been related to the productivity 
of the machinery, as wages are paid on the basis of daily pro-
duction. It has been found that the average wage paid for 32s 
cotton count is Tk.lO per ~b. of yarn. Accordingly a spinner 
operating an Ambar charka could earn as much as Tk. 8.14 per day, 
while a Pedal charka spinner could earn Tk.l9.35 at the same ti~e. 
The Ambar rover on the other hand, receives 'roving' at Tk3.0 per 
lb. and earns a daily wage of Tk.8.66 based on the average 
machine productivity. Eowever, the Ambar rover and spinner also 
get some food ration at a very subsidized rate and due to thfu 
28/ In ATDA(Kusmi Kalan) spinning technology, it has been 
observed that the operatives of the Service Centre,who 
supplies roving to the Pedal spinners are employed on a 
permanent basis ,and work on 3 shift basis. 1tlhereas, the 
Pedal spinners paid by the ATDA based on the production 
per week.However,in RFC spinning and weaving,except for 
Openning and Cleaning,Carding,1tlarping and Sizing,otheroper-
atives paid on the basis of daily production. In KVIC tech~ 
nology,except for preparatory workers viz. Purvo and Uttar 
Pesai(Openning & Cleeaning,and Drawing),the other operatives 
are also paid on the basis of daily production. 
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benefit it could be assumed that their wage comes to 
Tk.lO per day. It would be possible to estimate an annual 
H2_se o:1 the basis of 300 Hor::inz da:•s, Hi ich would be for Ambar 
rover and spinnner and the Pedal spinner Tk.J,OOO and Tk.5,805 
respectively. It B.p)ears that a Pedal spin~er could earn the 
same as an unsLilled viorl:er in the organised sector. 
The wage structure explained above could be appropriately 
employed in calculating the total wage costs for the Service 
Centre, ATDA Pedal, RFC Power and the KVIC Spinning and RFC 
Composite Unints with pedal and power looms. The salaries of the 
administrative personnel of the decentralised sector could be used 
from the correspond in;:; sala:t=y scales identified for t~1e or gc_nised 
sector. Eowever, the adcinistrative staff of the latter would 
belong to the lower end of the scale as becaus~the organisational 
structure of sc.all-scale production is relatively small. The 
administrative staff and their pay scale, would thereofnre have to 
be determined accordingly. . The cost elements involving the wage 
and salaries of the operatives and of all the above mentioned 
technologies can be calculated after having established the skill 
co~position of all the inter~ediate technology sub-processes 
and the adDininstrative skill require~ent. 
TRADITIO!TAL TECHNOLOGIES 
The wage rate for the traditional technologies have been 
estimated from the survey conducted on 214 cottage weavers. 
It emerged from the survey that the wage rate is closely related 
with the productivity of the operative i.e the operatives were 
paid on the basis of their daily output. It,therefore, became 
imperative to establish the average daily production before 
ascertaining the daily or weekly wage rate. This wage rate caul~ 
be divided into main areas viz. prepratory weaving (stage III) 
and weaving (stage IV) . It was found that the average produc-
tion for the preparatory weaving could be established with littLe 
difficulty as the yo_rn whic:' is beinc; processed can be measured 
and c0nvertec!. into 32s cottor1 _count very e:::.sil:'• ,'1lthouci1, tl!ere 
may be variations in the rate of.the processing cost depending 
on the locations, ho~ever an avera3e could be faun~ to calculate 
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the daily wage rate of the handloorn weavers. The wage 
rate vary with the type of product i.e cloth construction, 
yarn count and on the design used on the product. It also varies 
with the locations, as for exanple weavers concentrated near 
the handloom trade centres are usually paid higher wages, than 
those near handloon centres in remote areas. It is important to 
convert the product type found in the survey to the product 
quality used in this study (i.e 32s cotton ·count) before 
estimatinc; the waee rate. The variation in the product type 
is so numerous that in order to estimate construction close to 
the grey fabric considered for this study have been taken. It 
has also been observed that the form of wages payment could abe 
different for example sooetimes the weavers are provided with meals 
besides the wage payment. However, the most common wage payment 
in practice is based on a unit product i.e for a 'sari' which is 
usually 5 yds. long , a fixed amount is being paid for it. It 
may therefore be assumed that the handloom weavers' daily wage 
rate could vary according to the length of the cloth which is 
being produced each day. The survey has estimated the weighted 
average daily production which also takes into account the 
loeational variations. According to the average daily production, 
the daily wage rate received by the preparatory weaving operatives 
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The annual wages of the traditional sector show that the 
Bobbin and the Pirn winders receive the lowest wages df Tk.l,260 
and Tk.l,240 respectively. among all the operatives. It has been 
observed that the operatives of these two sub-processes are either 
the old wo~en or children between 8 to 14 years and socetimes 
housewives. Although they work all through the day ( atleast 12 
hours) their productivity is low because of the frequent breaks 
they take to do other household work. The annual wages of Drum-men 
(Warper) of Tk.7,425 is very close to the wage rate of the semi-
unskilled worker in the modern sector, while the wages of the 
Drawing-in operatives which is Tk.3,000 is the asane as for the 
Ambar Spinner. The annual wages of the Pre-warper and the semi-suto 
loom weaver are almost the same , they are Tk.4,950 and Tk.5,094 
respectively. These wages fall about 14.8 and 12.3 per cent between 
the wages of the unskilled worker in the modern sector. The 
annual wages of the Pit loom weaver is about 77.0 and 67.5 per cent 
of the semi-automatice loom weaver and the modern sector unskillled 
worker respectively. The wage structure of the traditional 
sector sho~s that except for the Drum-man, the wages for all the 
operatives fall below the wage level of the organised and the 
decentralised sectors. 
